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Leading the way in Personalized Cancer Medicine

Supporting patients and 
families throughout their 
cancer journey

Diagnosing with more 
precision

Targeting treatment for 
each patient

Detecting cancer earlier

DETECT 

DIAGNOSE  

SUPPORT

The pillars 
of our 
unique 
approach to 
advancing 
cancer 
medicine 

TARGET 



It may seem lIke we’ve been fIghtIng thIs fIght 
forever. but we haven’t.

There was a time, not long 
ago, when cancer was a death 
sentence. And the treatment 
was dreaded almost as much 
as the disease. We’ve seen that 
change in our lifetime, at  
The Princess Margaret.

We’ve seen the entire process 
of cancer care forever altered. 
We’ve seen radical mastectomies 
become lumpectomies. We’ve 
seen the precision of image 
guided therapies spare more 
healthy tissue. We’ve seen 
undreamed-of advances at the 
cellular level and revolutionary 
work in healing beyond the 
body.

All in our lifetime. All at  
The Princess Margaret.

We see the things we do, give 
hope to millions, one person 
at a time. We’ve transformed 
a provincial cancer hospital 

into one of the world’s top five 
cancer research centres. As a 
proud partner of the University 
Health Network, we’ve grown 
our people into the thousands.

We see leading researchers, 
from all over the world, 
leave their homes to come 
here. Because this is where 
they believe the fight will be 
finished. In our lifetime.

Yes, we are still losing people 
to cancer. But more and more, 
we are controlling the cancer, 
instead of cancer controlling 
us. We now know that every 
cancer is as individual as the 
patient. So we’re developing 
personalized care that delivers 
the right treatment to the right 
patient at the right time. This is 
the future of cancer medicine, 
and we are on the forefront of 
that progress, today.

It may seem like we’ll be 
fighting this fight forever. But 
we won’t. Because we’re closing 
in. We have the momentum. 
We have the talent. And we have 
the passion. This is the front 
line. We are Canada’s cancer 
warriors. But we can’t do it 
alone.

The world needs to hear  
The Princess Margaret message.  
So share it at every opportunity 
with anyone who will listen.

It’s a simple message, really. 
But it’s a message of incredible 
power: we are conquering 
cancer at Canada’s cancer 
research centre, The Princess 
Margaret. In our lifetime.
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WheRe aRe yOu sTanDing?
a message from Dr. mary gospoDarowIcz 
anD Dr. benjamIn neel

C.S. Lewis wrote in The Magician’s Nephew 
that “what you see and what you hear 
depends a great deal on where you are 
standing.” That quote comes to mind when 
we are (often) asked by the media and the 
public ‘why is there so little progress being 
made in conquering cancer’?

Those of us who work at Princess 
Margaret Cancer Centre know that 
remarkable progress is being made every 
single day in conquering cancer. And 
we wish that everyone had the benefit of 
seeing the situation through our eyes. It’s 
true that we have no magic wands, and 
the disease we are fighting is extremely 
complex. But every day, we understand 
our enemy just a little better and new 
weapons—equipment, drugs, new ways 
of delivering drugs—are assisting us in 
the development of improved diagnostic 
techniques and treatment therapies.

Thanks to the dedicated work of our 
scientists, there is a new understanding 
that only specific cells in a tumour—called 
tumour-initiating cells or cancer stem 
cells—are capable of spreading the cancer, 
and these cells appear to be more resistant 
to today’s standard therapies.

We are pleased that our clinical trials 
of immune therapy are underway. This is 
truly a new frontier in cancer medicine, 
and as part of the Cancer Immunotherapy 
Trials Network funded by the U.S. 
National Cancer Institute, our patients 
will have access to the newest approaches 
for harnessing their own immune system 
to eradicate tumours.

Our 54 years of studying and treating 
cancer have brought us to this point 
where we know that the cancer treatment 
recommended for a patient must reflect 

the unique properties of their tumour 
as defined by its genetic profile—not 
just by the appearance of the tumour as 
seen under a microscope. This is major 
progress that will lead to more effective 
and less toxic ways to outsmart this disease 
and bring it under control.

We are excited to have reached this 
point, and our ability to continue investing 
in promising areas of science, such as 
epigenetics and nanotechnology, will allow 
us to detect cancer earlier, diagnose it 
more precisely, target it more effectively 
and support each individual patient 
according to their unique needs. This will 
be our new gold standard—Personalized 
Cancer Medicine.

We are enormously grateful to all the 
donors who stand behind us and enable 
the progress we see daily. Our progress is 
thanks to you.

Dr. Benjamin Neel
Research Director 
Princess Margaret Cancer Centre/uhn

Dr. Mary Gospodarowicz
Medical Director 
Princess Margaret Cancer Centre/uhn
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PeRsOnalizeD CanCeR MeDiCine 
is WiThin OuR sighT… Believe iT!
a message from the presIDent & ceo anD the  
chaIr of the founDatIon boarD

This past April marked the first 
anniversary of our five-year Billion 
Dollar Challenge, and thanks to our 
community of supporters, we are off 
to an excellent start. We have secured 
$257 million in donor funding and 
research grants to enable the Princess 
Margaret Cancer Centre to lead the 
revolution in Personalized Cancer 
Medicine. We’re proud to be raising 
money for a cancer research centre 
that is considered one of the top 5 in 
the world, and where patient-centred, 
compassionate care is always the 
primary goal.

The Billion Dollar Challenge 
is a partnership between the 
accomplished scientists and 
researchers at the cancer centre and 
the fundraisers at the Foundation—
each group will raise $500 million 
over the five-year campaign.

In fiscal 2013, we raised a record 
$88.5 million in support of Princess 
Margaret Cancer Centre. Funds 
raised are already being utilized by 
our clinicians and researchers who 
have the expertise, intelligence and 
courage to advance Personalized 
Cancer Medicine for Canada with 
impact around the world. There 
are many studies and promising 
initiatives underway at our cancer 
centre that we are pleased to tell you 
about in this report.

Cancer now affects so many in 
our community and our country, 
and in our report, you’ll read just 
a few of the stories of courage and 
dedication that inspired the donors 

and fundraisers who work on our 
behalf. This includes the historic 
gift of $50 million by Emmanuelle 
Gattuso, her husband Allan Slaight, 
and the Slaight family. Our sincere 
appreciation goes out to them for 
their leadership, as well as to:

• the Campbell family for their 
continued generous support of 
$7.5 million this year

• the many organizers of the 140+ 
community events benefiting 
Princess Margaret Cancer Centre

• the 4,852 riders in the Enbridge Ride 
to Conquer Cancer and the 129,372 
donors who supported them

• the 4,590 participants in the 
Shoppers Drug Mart Weekend to End 
Women’s Cancers and the 73,037 
donors who supported them

• the 16,000+ donors who responded 
to the Dove story of Jordan 
Bernamoff, a loving father and 
husband who lost his battle with 
stomach cancer

At the Foundation, we have one 
of the most diverse fundraising 
portfolios in the world, and each 
program has its own revenue 
potential and cost parameters. For 
example, The Princess Margaret 
lotteries, which have been successfully 
running since 1996, are the largest 
source of private funding for cancer 
research in Canada, having raised 
over $268 million since inception. 
Lotteries consistently raise a lot of 

money, but have significant costs as 
we purchase all prizes and market 
the program extensively. We would 
not be one of the world’s top 5 cancer 
research centres without the major 
success of our two lotteries.

Our general fundraising and 
administrative expenses—the 
costs associated with running the 
Foundation—are managed carefully. 
This year, these costs came to 10.4% 
of total net fundraising revenue, 
putting us among the best-in-class 
relative to our peers across the 
country. We also raised $1.2 million 
per full-time employee making 
The Princess Margaret Cancer 
Foundation one of the most efficient 
and effective charities in Canada.

We would like to thank you for 
your continued support. You enable 
the people at the Princess Margaret 
Cancer Centre to do their amazing 
work as they strive to conquer cancer 
in our lifetime.

Stephen Bear
Chair

Paul Alofs
President & CeO
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Epigenetic therapies are now being used to treat some types of cancer
“We all have a unique genome and 
epigenome. In simple terms, our 
epigenome directs our genome…tells 
it what to do,” explains Dr. Benjamin 
Neel, Research Director for the 
Princess Margaret Cancer Centre. 

“Unfortunately, mutations or changes 
in our genome that give rise to cancer 
cannot be reversed or fixed. However, 
it has been shown in the laboratory 

that some changes in our 
epigenome that lead to 
cancer can be reversed.”

For several years now,  
it has been a high priority 
of Dr. Neel to build a 
strong team to exploit 
our understanding of the 
workings of the epigenome 
to prevent and treat cancer. 
He is very pleased that 

thanks to donor support his team now 
has three strong leaders in this area.

Dr. Daniel De Carvalho 
completed his postdoctoral training 
in cancer epigenetics at the Norris 
Comprehensive Cancer Center at the 
University of Southern California. 
He completed his undergraduate 
and Ph.D training in Brazil. The 
American Society of Clinical 
Oncology (ASCO) named his work in 
cancer epigenetics as one of the top 
20 major advances in cancer research 
in 2012 in its Annual Report on Progress 
Against Cancer.

Dr. Housheng He recently 
joined our team after completing 
postdoctoral training in cancer 
genomics and epigenomics at 
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute and 
working as an instructor at Harvard 

Medical School. He completed his 
undergraduate and Ph.D training in 
China. As a young investigator, he has 
already led seminal work in the field 
of epigenetics, including 22 peer-
reviewed publications in high-impact 
journals.

Dr. Mathieu Lupien completed 
postdoctoral training in medical 
oncology in 2008 at Dana-Farber 
Cancer Institute and was then 
recruited as a faculty member at 
Dartmouth Medical School where he 
became Director of the Quantitative 
Epigenomics Laboratory. Dr. Lupien 
was recruited to Princess Margaret 
Cancer Centre in 2012 and is a 
recipient of the Young Investigator 
Award from the Ontario Institute for 
Cancer Research.

THE BiLLion DoLLar CHaLL EngE BuiLDS MoMEnTuM
In June 2013, Dr. Tak Mak, 
Director of The Campbell 
Family Institute for Breast 
Cancer Research at Princess 
Margaret Cancer Centre, 
and Dr. Dennis Slamon of 
the University of California, 
Los Angeles, announced 
to an engaged audience 
that they have developed a 
new class of targeted anti-
cancer drug and are awaiting 
approval from Health 
Canada and the U.S. Food 
and Drug Administration 

L to r: randy Mellon, cancer survivor, Dr. Dennis Slamon, Dr. Tak Mak,  
Dr. robert Bell, Paul alofs

‘It takes a vIllage’ … of support
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THE BiLLion DoLLar CHaLL EngE BuiLDS MoMEnTuM
support from the Campbell 
family, the walkers in the 
Shoppers Drug Mart Weekend to End 
Women’s Cancers, the Canadian 
Institutes of Health Research, 
Genome Canada and The 
California Institute for 
Regenerative Medicine have 
enabled this progress.

For over a decade, the 
Campbell Family—Linda, 
Gaye, Susan and the late 
Audrey Campbell—have 
been steadfast in their 
support of the world-leading 

to initiate human trials*. 
As the understanding of 
cancer grows within our 
scientific team, new targets 
for arresting and subverting 
it emerge, and an enzyme 
called PLK4 (which plays 
an important role in cell 
division) is the target of this 
new drug.

It is rare for an academic 
group such as Dr. Mak’s to 
develop a drug compound, 
but his partnership with Dr. 
Slamon and philanthropic 

scientific research taking 
place at Princess Margaret 
Cancer Centre, and their 
gifts totaling $62.5 million 
continue to fuel research that 
is changing patient outcomes 
worldwide.

view a video of this announcement at
www.thepmcf.ca/onlinereport2013

* At time of publication, Health Canada 
has given clearance to proceed to a phase I 
clinical trial.

Dr. Daniel De Carvalho Dr. Housheng He Dr. Mathieu Lupien
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Canada’s first clinical trial 
integrating molecular 
profiling into cancer 
diagnostics (IMPACT)

Leaders of the IMPACT study—Drs. 
Philippe Bedard, Suzanne Kamel-
Reid and Lillian Siu—are encouraged 
that over 700 patients have already 
been enrolled in the study, and 
the target has now been increased 
to 1,000 patients. The study was 
originally established for patients 
with advanced breast, colorectal, 
ovarian and non-small cell lung 
cancer, but additional disease sites, 
including pancreatic and head and 
neck, are now being considered. 

Each patient enrolled 
has their tumour tissue 
tested for specific known 
genetic mutations that 
can be treated with drugs 
currently in use or being 
tested in clinical trials. 
Their treatment options 
are then discussed at 
Tumour Board meetings 
that include specialists 

from all treatment areas.
To extend the potential benefits 

of this major step in Personalized 
Cancer Medicine, a related study 
called COMPACT has been initiated 
with the help of donor funding. 
Oncologists at 14 Ontario regional 
hospitals can refer their patients 

to The Princess Margaret for this 
advanced diagnostic profiling, and 
recommended treatment options are 
sent back to the referring oncologist.

view a video of Dr. philippe bedard at
www.thepmcf.ca/onlinereport2013

A patient’s ability to recover from 
cancer treatment and return to a 
‘new normal’ or a good quality of life 
depends a great deal on the location of 
their cancer and how advanced it was 
when diagnosed. Cancers of the head 

and neck region present 
significant challenges 
for patients in terms 
of recovery. Important 
functions such as speech, 
swallowing, chewing, and 
even breathing can be 
affected by both the cancer 
and the treatments to excise 
and eradicate it. These 
patients often have their 

appearance either temporarily or 
permanently affected by their cancer.

Dr. Jolie Ringash, a radiation 
oncologist at The Princess Margaret, 
is the medical leader for a survivorship 

program developed specifically for 
these patients. By bringing together 
speech pathologists, psychologists, 
nutritionists, therapists and other 
specialists, she is developing support 
programs that provide head and neck 
cancer patients with the practical and 
emotional support they require.

Dr. Ringash explains, “The 
Discovery Program has provided us 
with funding specifically to make a 
positive difference in the lives of head 
and neck cancer patients today. We’re 
very grateful to Nevil Thomas, the 
volunteer Chair of the fundraising 
campaign for the Discovery Program, 
for his leadership.”

Dr. Lillian Siu and Dr. Philippe Bedard 

Dr. Jolie ringash

The Discovery Program: Supporting patients with the steepest road to recovery 

view a video of Dr. jolie ringash and a participant in the Discovery program at www.thepmcf.ca/onlinereport2013
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In January 2013, Emmanuelle 
Gattuso, her husband Allan Slaight 
and the Slaight family gave a huge lift 
to The Princess Margaret’s Billion 
Dollar Challenge in support of 
Personalized Cancer Medicine with 
a historic donation of $50 million. 
With this gift, a ‘superfund’ is being 
created that will enable the cancer 
centre leaders to attract some of the 
world’s brightest minds to University 
Avenue in Toronto and dedicate their 
energy and expertise to conquering 
cancer.

When presenting their $50 
million gift, Emmanuelle talked 
about why she and her husband 
have confidence investing in The 
Princess Margaret. “We believe 
in the leadership of The Princess 
Margaret, and we know that the 
Princess Margaret Cancer Centre 
is best equipped to be a world leader 
in the field of Personalized Cancer 
Medicine.”

Emmanuelle has made it a 
personal priority to improve cancer 
care for Canadians. She and Allan 
began their philanthropic support 
of Princess Margaret Cancer Centre 
with a donation of $1.5 million in 
2001, which was used to create the 
first academic chair for breast surgical 
oncology in Canada, currently held 
by Dr. David McCready. Shortly 
thereafter, Emmanuelle was 
diagnosed with breast cancer herself 
and went from philanthropist to 
cancer patient overnight.

In her drive and determination 
to effect positive change for cancer 
patients, she and Allan made the 
decision to donate $20 million in 
order to turn a pilot project of Dr. 
McCready’s into a fully-funded clinic 
that enables women with suspicions 
of breast cancer to come to the 

centre, complete all tests and receive 
their diagnosis in 24 hours. Lessons 
learned in this new clinic are already 
being put into place for more rapid 
diagnosis of lung, pancreatic and 
prostate cancers.

“The generosity and leadership 
of Emmanuelle Gattuso and Allan 
Slaight will make a significant 
difference in what we are able to 
accomplish over the next decade,” 
explains Dr. Benjamin Neel, 

Emmanuelle gattuso

a MajOR CaPiTal invesTMenT … nOT in BuilDings OR BRiDges, BuT in PeOPle 
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Sharing the good news…
We thank Emmanuelle, not only for 
her generous donation, but for her 
work as an ambassador for The 
Princess Margaret. Her support of 
the cancer centre makes headlines 
and that helps to draw attention to 
the very important work and major 
discoveries that are happening here.

The announcement of 
Emmanuelle and allan’s $50 million 
gift was celebrated by all of our 
supporters who clearly believed it 
was news worth sharing!

Research Director for the Princess 
Margaret Cancer Centre. “It will 
allow us to substantially build up 
our expertise in important areas of 
cancer research—areas we believe 
hold tremendous promise for 

developing more effective cancer 
treatments and durable cures.”

a MajOR CaPiTal invesTMenT … nOT in BuilDings OR BRiDges, BuT in PeOPle 

view a video of emmanuelle gattuso 
announcing her family’s gift at   
www.thepmcf.ca/onlinereport2013
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“We’Re invesTing in PeOPle 
WhO aRe Changing The 
FaCe OF CanCeR CaRe”
That’s what Myron Garron says 
after a decade of working as a 
dedicated philanthropist (and 
fisherman!) along with his wife, 
Berna. After spending the early 
part of his career in banking, 
Myron moved on to build a very 
successful automotive parts 
business, and that business was 
sold in 2000.

Because Myron and Berna 
lost their eldest son, Michael, to 
cancer at the young age of 13, 
cancer research is one of the areas 
they want to support. But there 
are many organizations involved 
in cancer research, so Myron and 
Berna did their own extensive 
research and gave careful thought 
to which organizations have the 
vision, the people, and the track 
record that aligned with their 
own goals and values.

For a number of years 
now, the Garrons have been 
supporting the work of Dr. David 
Jaffray at the Princess Margaret 
Cancer Centre as he has been 

transforming the planning and 
delivery of radiation therapy 
through the integration of 
imaging technology.

This year, they donated $4 
million that will be directed 
to the Techna Institute, led by 
Dr. Jaffray. This gift completes 
the $10 million Techna start-
up fund which is enabling Dr. 
Jaffray to hire the best and 
brightest physicists, engineers 
and commercialization experts 
to fast track promising new ideas.

“We are so pleased to be 
supporting a scientist as bright 
and innovative as David,” says 
Myron. “We’re so impressed 
with the speed in which he and 
his team are implementing 
new approaches in radiation 
treatment. The increased 
precision introduced by the new 
technology he has developed is 
already benefiting thousands of 
cancer patients, and that’s what 
we want to see with the funds we 
donate to cancer research.”

A new way to see how 
tumours are responding

For some time, The Princess Margaret 
has been leading the way in personalizing 
radiation medicine through the 
integration of imaging technology into 
radiation suites and procedures. Now 
construction is underway on a new 
radiation suite that integrates the power 

and precision of magnetic resonance (MR) 
imaging. It brings together MR, radiation 
delivery, robotics and an operating 
suite where new therapeutic techniques 
and combinations of techniques will be 
tested. MR imaging provides medical 
professionals with highly accurate 
visualization of tumours found in soft 
tissue such as liver, prostate and breast.

“We know that each patient’s tumour 
is different, and responds differently 
to different drugs and to radiation 
therapy. Our ambitious team of 

engineers, physicists and 
clinicians are optimistic that 
the new technology being 
developed and assembled in 
collaboration with industry 
will provide doctors with the 
information they need to 
see how the tumours of their 
patients are responding to 
radiation treatment, so the 
dosage and delivery can be 
modified during their course 

of treatment if necessary,” explains Dr. 
David Jaffray, Head of Radiation Physics.

view a video of Dr. David jaffray  
and the radiation therapy team at
www.thepmcf.ca/onlinereport2013

L to r: Doug Farley, family friend and advisor, with Berna and Myron garron
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shOPPeRs DRug MaRT 
is MuCh MORe Than an 
evenT sPOnsOR
When a successful 
corporation like 
Shoppers Drug 
Mart® lends its 
name to an event, it provides wonderful credibility. But the 
relationship between Shoppers Drug Mart and The Princess 
Margaret Cancer Foundation goes well beyond that of a title 
sponsor.

Domenic Pilla, President and CEO of Shoppers Drug 
Mart, is a member of the Foundation’s Board of Directors and 
takes a very personal interest in the event that his company’s 
name is on—the Shoppers Drug Mart Weekend to End Women’s 
Cancers™. He not only participates as a walker, but encourages 
his management team and entire organization to get involved 
in some way. Nationally, 3,880 Shoppers employees have 
participated in the Weekend events, and collectively, they have 
raised over $3.8 million for cancer research.

Mary-Alice Vuicic, Executive Vice-President and CAO 
for Shoppers, is an Honorary Chair for the Weekend and 
a tremendous ambassador for the event within the human 
resources community.

Domenic and Mary-Alice promote the event to their major 
suppliers, and many have built strong corporate teams—
Johnson & Johnson, Unilever, L’Oreal, Carlton Cards, and 
Procter & Gamble, to name a few.

Weekend bracelets are sold in Shoppers stores to promote 
the event to their huge customer base and raise additional 
funds for the Walk. And this year, Shoppers Drug Mart is 
teaming up with Universal Music to produce a compilation 
CD—Stand Tall 4Women—with a portion of the Ontario proceeds 
being directed to The Princess Margaret. The Shoppers/
Universal partnership has been very helpful in lining up great 
musical talent for the Weekend’s festivities.

Shoppers Drug Mart 
truly fits the definition of 
a corporate partner as it 
pertains to The Princess 
Margaret. We are so grateful 
for their continuing support 
and their commitment to 
conquering women’s cancers.

Training our immune system to 
add cancer to its ‘hit list’

Our immune system protects us against a 
long list of diseases and viruses, and scientific 
investigators at the Princess Margaret Cancer 
Centre have gathered conclusive evidence that 
the immune system, at least in many cases, does 

mount an offensive on its own when 
cancer begins. Now the key questions 
are: Why does it fail? How can we 
help it succeed?

The Princess Margaret has some 
of the world’s top immunologists 
working in collaboration with 
highly-skilled clinicians to take 
new solutions tested in the lab to 
patients. In the Fall of 2013, Dr. 
Pamela Ohashi will begin a clinical 
trial of her team’s adoptive cell 
therapy. After extracting cancer 

fighting T-cells from a patient’s tumour and 
growing those cells in a special lab, that patient 
will be injected with a ‘super dose’ of T-cells. 
T-cells are the workhorse of the immune system 
and our scientists, led by Dr. Naoto Hirano, 
are studying various ways to engineer and train 
T-cells to be more effective against cancer. He  
is preparing to test in patients a series of 
specialized cells his 
team has developed 
called artificial 
antigen presenting 
cells.

While the idea 
of cancer being 
eradicated by our 
own immune system 
is tantalizing, the 
ideal ‘recipe’ will 
vary from patient 
to patient. The side 
effects of manipulating our immune system 
can be serious, so one of our newest initiatives 
is the establishment of an Immune Monitoring 
Lab where Dr. Marcus Butler is developing 
specialized techniques to test and measure 
immune response.

For several years now, Drs. Marcus Butler, 
Anthony Joshua, David Hogg and others have 
been very active with pharmaceutical companies 
testing drug compounds like Ipilimumab that 
can impact the behavior of our immune system. 

view interviews with Domenic pilla and mary-alice vuicic at 
www.thepmcf.ca/onlinereport2013

image of melanoma 
tumour showing 
infiltration by (darker) 
T-cells
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Dr. G or Mary G, as she is known 
throughout the Princess Margaret 
Cancer Centre, could provide a tip 
or two on multi-tasking and time 
management. In addition to continuing 
her practice as a radiation oncologist, 
Dr. G is the Medical Director of the 
Cancer Program at Princess Margaret 
Cancer Centre and the Regional Vice- 
President of Cancer Care Ontario. 
For the next two years, she is also 

serving as the President of the Union 
for International Cancer Control, a 
non-government organization based in 
Geneva with 760 member organizations 
dedicated to the global control of cancer. 
She is the first Canadian and first 
woman to be elected to this position.

Dr. G has received numerous 
academic awards, and her work 
has been recognized by the most 
prestigious professional associations. 

RiChaRD henRy ClaRk
lIveD a lIfe rIch wIth nature

Like too many Canadians, Richard 
Henry Clark’s life ended untimely at 
the early age of 66, battling cancer. 
Thankfully, Richard filled those 
years fully pursuing his passion for 
nature and life outdoors at home and 
abroad. At 28, Richard completed 
his first solo flight and received his 
scuba diving certification. He loved 
to swim, canoe, sail, windsurf, camp, 
trail hike and experience rugged and 
remote locations.

In working with his father in the 

family business, Richard learned the 
value of investing in people and the 
skills needed to continue operating 
a successful business endeavor. His 
personal investment passion and 
acumen generated handsome returns.

Close friends described Richard 
as private and reserved but open-
minded, possessing a keen sense of 
humour—a man of deep thoughts 
but few words and a person who was 
considerate, generous, compassionate 
and humble.

His awareness of Princess 
Margaret Cancer Centre’s 
reputation for world-class research 
and compassionate care, and 
experiencing that care personally, 
resulted in Richard generously 
leaving one half of his estate to the 
Centre in his will.

A large part of his generosity will 
be used to establish an academic 
Chair for the Medical Director of 
the Centre. The Richard H. Clark Chair 
for Cancer Medicine will ensure that the 
Princess Margaret Cancer Centre 
maintains its pre-eminent position 
of international leadership, and will 
continue to provide outstanding 
patient care, education and research. 
The Chair will provide necessary 
resources for the Medical Director 
to ensure that the Centre is globally 
connected and able to collaborate 
with other leading cancer facilities 
and programs throughout the world.

The establishment of this Chair 
will serve as a lasting tribute to the 
generosity of a man who lived a rich 
life which cancer brought to an end 
too soon.

The remainder of Richard’s 
generous bequest will be used for 
cancer research, to help find more 
options for the ‘Richards’ in all of 
our lives who are stricken with cancer.

Dr. Mary Gospodarowicz is a leader respected for her vision and commitment around the world
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Dr. Jennifer Knox is 
advancing care for cancers 
that don’t often make the 
headlines 

It stands to reason that most 
cancer research funds are 
directed toward the types of 
cancer that affect the most 
people. However, when 
you’re a patient diagnosed 
with a rare type of cancer, 
that common sense isn’t 
very consoling. “My patients 
with biliary cancer know 
that the treatment for their 

cancer has not improved very much in 
decades,” explains Dr. Jennifer Knox, 
medical oncologist at the Princess 
Margaret Cancer Centre and medical 
leader for gastrointestinal cancers. 

Thanks to donations from Ed 
Thompson, Dr. Knox has been able to 
hire and supervise additional staff, and 
together they have:

• created a clinical database that contains 
comprehensive data on over 1,000 
patients treated for biliary cancer 
at The Princess Margaret. This 
detailed information helps establish 
benchmarks of patient benefit that are 
used to compare outcomes for newer 
treatments with outcomes of the past 
and influence the design of studies 
internationally

• gained approval to proceed with 
genome sequencing on all biliary 
cancer that will be part of the 
University Health Network’s Biobank

• tested and compared different ways 
of combining the most effective 
chemotherapy drug, gemcitabine, with 
newer drugs that target the underlying 
process driving cancer growth 

Encouraging results from this 
work has garnered support from the 
pharmaceutical community for a 
clinical trial for biliary cancer patients 
testing a new combination of drug 
therapies.

She recently received a Lifetime 
Achievement Award from 
the European Society for 
Radiotherapy & Oncology and 
the Janeway Medal from the 
American Radium Society.

She is very excited about the 
establishment of the Richard 
H. Clark Chair for Cancer Medicine. 
The funds will ensure that 
the Medical Director for The 

Princess Margaret has the staff 
and the resources to do the 
strategic planning required by  
a world-leading cancer centre.

 It will also enable her and her 
team to establish international 
partnerships and collaborations 
that will move us to a place 
where we are in control of cancer 
globally, and where we can use 
the word ‘cure’ with confidence.

Dr. Mary Gospodarowicz is a leader respected for her vision and commitment around the world

RaRe CanCeRs neeD MORe 
FinanCial suPPORT 

As more people survive cancer 
thanks to better treatments and 
earlier detection, new patients 
can feel greater confidence as 
they begin their treatment. But 
if a Google search on your type 
of cancer reveals little to no 
progress in improved treatment 
over the past 20 to 25 years, it is 
hard to feel positive.

Such was the case for Marie 
and Ed Thompson when Marie 
was diagnosed with gallbladder 
cancer. This type of cancer is 
part of a fairly rare group of 
cancers labeled biliary cancer, 
which also includes cancer of 
the bile duct. Rare or ‘orphan’ 
cancers are harder to study and 
are never given the attention 
that the more common cancers 

receive. It is estimated that only 
238 new cases of gallbladder 
cancer will be diagnosed in 
Canada in 2013 (vs. 25,500 new 
cases of lung cancer).

Ed and Marie did have great 
confidence in her caregivers 
at Princess Margaret Cancer 
Centre, and they wanted to 
financially support the research 
into new drugs for biliary cancer 
led by Drs. Jennifer Knox and 
David Hedley. As Ed explained, 

“in research, you hope for a 
miracle, but you realize that you 
are building a base for other 
people. We realized the research 
wouldn’t help Marie, but knew it 
would help someone else.”

Unfortunately, Marie did not 
survive her cancer, but Ed has 
now donated $500,000 to this 
under-supported area of cancer 
research, and plans to continue 
his support as long as he is able. 
Dr. Knox said, “This may be the 
only type of research in biliary 
cancers happening at this level 
in the world, and it has been 
catalyzed by the generosity and 
encouragement of Ed and  
Marie Thompson.”

Dr. Jennifer Knox and Ed Thompson

view an interview with Dr. jennifer knox and ed thompson at 
www.thepmcf.ca/onlinereport2013
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Better than ‘X-ray vision’

For years now, sophisticated imaging 
technology has been moving us closer 
to the world depicted in Marvel 
comic books where superheroes could 
literally see through objects as though 
they were invisible or translucent. 
What an advantage to have this kind 
of vision if you are a surgeon about to 
operate on someone with a tumour in 
their head, chest or abdomen.

The Princess Margaret’s Guided 
Therapeutics Operating Room  
(GTx-OR), which opened in early 
2013, is close to giving surgeons 
this kind of vision. “It only makes 
sense that the more clearly we can 
see a patient’s tumour, and where 
it is in relation to all other organs 
and tissues, the better we are able to 
remove it with minimal impact on 

the rest of their body,” says 
Dr. Jonathan Irish, Head of 
Surgical Oncology, Princess 
Margaret Cancer Centre.

The GTx-OR is 
a ground-breaking, 
1,200-square foot 
research operating suite 
that incorporates a fully 
integrated, multi-modality 
image-guidance system, 

featuring: a multi-detector CT 
scanner, a C-arm for cone-beam 
CT / fluoroscopy, high-performance 
ultrasound, fluorescence imaging, 
and optical tracking systems. 

The surgeons refer to it as their 
GPS dashboard, and the technology 
literally alerts them to the position 
of their instruments in relation to 
critical organs and structures.

Dr. Irish began planning for 

this operating suite seven years 
ago. He started by assembling a 
multi-disciplinary team of surgeons, 
physicists, engineers, nurses, radiation 
oncologists, anesthesiologists and 
radiologists, and then partnering 
with industry to create the customized 
technology required. Training of the 
surgical team is now complete and 
patients are being treated in this state-
of-the-art operating suite.

saRCOMa TeaM geTs aCCess  
TO high PeRFORManCe CanCeR suRgeRy CenTRe

Dr. Kurt Strobele is chairman of 
Hatch Ltd.—a global engineering, 
technologies and execution company 

with 11,000 employees around the 
world. There has been a strong 
connection between Hatch and the 
Princess Margaret Cancer Centre 
for over a decade, as the company 
founder, Dr. Gerald Hatch, is a 
major supporter of our Guided 
Therapeutics (GTx) program.

This year, Dr. Strobele and his 
family donated $1 million to this 
same program. Specifically, the funds 
will provide the sarcoma program 
training and access to our newest 
operating suite where surgeons can 

see their patient’s tumour in relation 
to surrounding organs and tissue 
without the need to make huge 
incisions. “Without this generous gift 
from the Strobele family, it would 
have been months or years before 
the sarcoma team would have been 
able to take advantage of the newest 
technology for surgical oncology,” 
explains Dr. Jay Wunder, surgical 
oncologist. “Now we can accelerate 
our program and deliver better 
outcomes for our patients with the 
most challenging cancers.”
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10-year walker will 
participate in 2013 
weekend as a cancer 
survivor

Like many walkers, Randy Mellon 
began her participation in the 
Shoppers Drug Mart Weekend to End 
Women’s Cancers because her mother 
was diagnosed with breast cancer, 
and she couldn’t bear the thought of 
losing another parent to cancer. She 
knew that she had to do something.

That was 10 years ago, and today, 
Randy’s mother is doing well and 
Randy has walked in gratitude in 
every Weekend event since, raising 
more than $220,000 for the 
Princess Margaret Cancer Centre.

In the 2013 Weekend, Randy 
will continue to walk, but with a 
new perspective, and with two new 
companions—her daughters, Carly 
and Hailey. In February of this year, 
Randy was diagnosed with breast 
cancer herself at the Gattuso Rapid 
Diagnostic Centre. She says, “This 
centre is an excellent example of 
why I walk—the funds raised by the 
Weekend provide the seed funding 
for important innovation.  
I received a confirmed diagnosis  
and treatment plan in less than  
24 hours.”

a DeCaDe OF iMPaCT
The 2012 Shoppers Drug Mart Weekend 
to End Women’s Cancers—the largest 
multi-day walk for women’s cancers 
in North America—was a major 
milestone in so many ways. More 
than 4,500 walkers raised $10 
million for The Princess Margaret, 
bringing the ten-year 
total to over $133 
million. It marked 
an entire decade 
of raising critical 
funds for research 
into women’s cancers, 
improved treatment 
approaches, and 
creation of award-
winning survivorship 
programs.

A special thank you to our 
long-time title sponsor, Shoppers 
Drug Mart, for supporting the 
event in dozens of ways including 
an enthusiastic team of over 600 
walkers, and to CIBC who has 
been with the event since the very 

beginning.
Walkers were 

excited to receive the 
announcement that 
the host venue for the 
2013 Weekend will 
be Rogers Centre, 
Home Of The Toronto 
Blue Jays. We are very 
grateful to the Rogers 
organization for this 
fantastic support!

johnson & johnson vp puts ‘skin in the game’ in her 
own unique way

Johnson & Johnson Inc. (J & J) 
has been a tremendous supporter 
of the Shoppers Drug Mart Weekend 
to End Women’s Cancers for four 
years now, and they are planning 
an even bigger presence in 2013 
thanks to their Vice-President of 
Communications and Public Affairs, 
Krista Scaldwell. Krista promised to 
shave her head if the J & J Weekend 
team grew to 100 members.

“Krista’s ability to increase 
awareness and team size with 

such an incredible selfless act is 
uber inspiring,” says Paolo D’Elia, 
President of Trade Secrets, another 
huge supporter of the Weekend. 
Paulo was on hand when the shaving 
took place at a J & J town hall 
and when it was announced that 
an all-time high of 118 members 
had joined the team. Krista even 
auctioned off the opportunity 
to perform the first shave with 
Shoppers Drug Mart topping the 
bids at $1,000!

view the video highlighting krista’s shave at 
www.thepmcf.ca/onlinereport2013

view a video interview with randy at 
www.thepmcf.ca/onlinereport2013
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the things we do for our children!

It started as a dare from a son to his 
father. Carlo DeGasperis was invited 
by Dr. Chris Paige, Vice-President 

of Research for University Health 
Network, to participate in a new 
fundraising event for the Princess 
Margaret Cancer Centre called the 
Ride to Conquer Cancer. It involved 
cycling 200km from Toronto to 
Niagara Falls over two days. Carlo’s 
son Giancarlo didn’t think that his 
dad could possibly complete such a 
challenge.

Six years later, Carlo is still 
proving his son wrong. And it isn’t 
just the physical challenge that Carlo 
takes seriously—he is consistently the 

top fundraiser of the event, averaging 
more than $125,000 each year.

As president of TACC 
Construction, Carlo has a large 
network of business contacts and 
friends, and he asks for their 
financial support as he rides for 
Princess Margaret Cancer Centre. 
As a thank you to the A-TACC Team 
and their supporters, Carlo’s family 
puts on a huge outdoor picnic near 
the finish line each year so they can 
witness the great event and enjoy a 
fun day at the Falls.

“bob taught us how to live life in the moment”

On the Enbridge Ride to Conquer Cancer 
fundraising page for the Hicksfire 
team, it says:

Bob has also shown us the reality of 
cancer; how it is vicious, indiscriminate, 
unrelenting, and how it steals from us 
those that we cherish.

Bob passed away on February 
7, 2012 after a valiant battle with 
lymphoma. He was the beloved 
husband of Helen Mallovy-Hicks 
and the brother of David Hicks. The 
words above were their motivation 

for participating in the Ride. Helen 
and David were the entire Hicksfire 
team in the 2012 Ride, and were 
astonished and delighted to raise 
$38,850 for lymphoma research 
thanks to 171 generous supporters.

Their experience was such a 
positive one that they quickly set a 
goal of building their team up to 
50 riders for the 2013 Ride. Bob’s 
two beautiful daughters, Maddy and 
Jacquie, will be part of the Hicksfire 
2013 team—inspired by their father’s 
courage and strength.

 
 
 
 

RiDeRs have a ChOiCe OF WheRe TO sTaRT anD 
WheRe TO Finish

4,852 participants raised $19 million in the 2012 
Enbridge Ride to Conquer Cancer—for a five-year total of 
$81 million in support of cancer research at The 
Princess Margaret!

This was the first Ride to offer multiple start 
and finish points, and the logistics were extremely 
well-managed. Riders could begin the event in 
Toronto or Niagara Falls, converging in Hamilton 
with all riders for an evening of camaraderie and 
celebration of reaching the halfway point. Riders 
could complete their journey on the second day by 
returning to their starting point or by continuing 
on to the other end of the route.

Note: At time of publication, we are happy 
to report that the Hicksfire team grew to 56 
members and was the 8th highest fundraising 
team—raising just under $200,000!
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“iT’s a gReaT Day FOR hOCkey”
Those famous words of the late 
‘Badger Bob’ Johnston came to 
mind on September 29, as 1,400 
participants took to the parking 
lots of Ontario Place for the world’s 
largest road hockey fundraising 
event—Road Hockey to Conquer Cancer—
which raised $2.2 million for The 
Princess Margaret.

Over 60 sports, media and 
entertainment celebrities were 
on hand to add to the fun, 
participating in a draft and then 

playing alongside the highest 
fundraising teams. “Most of the 
celebrities with us today have been 
impacted by cancer, showing clearly 
that cancer does not discriminate. 
We’re enormously grateful to these 
people and all of our participants 
for bringing their commitment to 
‘do good’ while playing Canada’s 
game,” says Shawn Burt, Chief 
Hockey Officer for The Princess 
Margaret Cancer Foundation.

hatch takes home top corporate fundraiser trophy

Hatch is a Canadian company 
providing engineering, project 
and construction management 
services around the world. In 2012, 
they decided to participate in Road 
Hockey to Conquer Cancer in a big way. 
The company registered 10 teams 
and raised well over $200,000—
making them the top corporate 
fundraiser.

Bruce MacKay, Regional 
Director at Hatch and Road 
Hockey to Conquer Cancer Co-
Chair, explains, “Cancer affects 
everyone, including our employees. 

Road Hockey to Conquer Cancer is an 
opportunity for our staff to have 
a great day away from the office 
together, while doing something 
useful about a global problem 
and supporting a world-leading 
cancer centre that is right in our 
backyard.”

Hatch has a long history of 
supporting The Princess Margaret 
going back to 2003 when Dr. 
Gerald Hatch, the company 
founder, made a generous 
gift in support of the Guided 
Therapeutics program.

a donor who knows the 
power of teamwork

Sean St. John has a passion for 
the game of hockey—in all its 
forms—so when he heard about 
Road Hockey to Conquer Cancer, he 
knew that this was something he 
wanted to be involved with. Sean 
is Executive Vice-President at 
National Bank, and he is also a 
cancer survivor who was treated at 
Princess Margaret Cancer Centre.

Sean has gone from team 
captain (leading his team to raise 
over $60,000 in two events) to 
Honorary Chair of Road Hockey 
to Conquer Cancer to expanding 
National Bank’s participation 
to three teams and being an 
Ambassador for The Princess 
Margaret’s ambitious Billion 
Dollar Challenge. Dr. Fei-
Fei Liu, head of the Radiation 
Medicine Program, is honoured 
that Sean has recently made a 
generous personal gift in support 
of radiation research.

view a video of sean st. john 
and Dr. fei-fei liu at
www.thepmcf.ca/onlinereport2013
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sTROng COMMiTMenT TO seRving sOCieTy
One of the most breathtaking 
landmarks in Toronto to be created 
in the last decade is the Hindu temple, 
or Mandir, that you can see clearly if 
you are travelling north or south on 
Highway 427. 

The BAPS Shri Swaminarayan 
Mandir is Canada’s first traditional 
Hindu place of worship. More than 
95,000 cu. ft. of hand-carved marble, 
limestone and sandstone have been 

assembled without steel reinforcement 
in the foundation or structure. Stone 
structures built in such a tradition are 
known to last for hundreds of years. 

The Mandir has been created by 
the voluntary efforts of the BAPS 
Swaminarayan organization. The 
inspirer of BAPS is Pramukh Swami 
Maharaj. His life motto,  

“In the joy of others lies our own”, 
is the driving force behind its 

humanitarian activities through 
BAPS Charities.

BAPS Charities in Canada 
has made a generous donation of 
$100,000 to the Princess Margaret 
Cancer Centre.

Chandrakant Sachdev, President 
of BAPS Charities, explains the 
commitment of the organization 
to support cancer research at The 
Princess Margaret: “Cancer is a 
major problem for societies around 
the world, and it is indiscriminate—
crossing all cultural and religious 
boundaries. With the inspiration of 
Pramukh Swami Maharaj , we are 
proud to support promising cancer 
research in order to someday enjoy 
a world where the disease is either 
cured or controlled.” 

sO MuCh TO CeleBRaTe!
a wonDerful lIfe partnershIp … a worlD-leaDIng cancer centre … a compassIonate physIcIan

Carmela and Vito Burdi’s 50 years of marriage to one 
another was a wonderful cause for celebration. Like 
most couples reaching that milestone, they looked 
back on the challenges along the way that tested 
and strengthened their relationship. One of those 
challenges was facing ovarian cancer.

As a grateful cancer survivor, Carmela ensured that 
Princess Margaret Cancer Centre was integrated in an 
important way into their 50-year celebration. Carmela 
and Vito made a donation to the Centre in lieu of 
favours at the reception, and asked their guests to make 
donations in support of ovarian cancer research at  
The Princess Margaret in lieu of gifts.

Carmela is grateful to her guests for their generosity. 
“I feel quite strongly that Vito and I might not have 
made it to this wonderful milestone if not for the 
tremendous skill, expertise and compassion of  
Dr. Barry Rosen. Ovarian cancer is a deadly disease, 
and we want to support the researchers and physicians 
like Dr. Rosen who are working so hard to care for their 
patients while figuring out how to detect this disease 
earlier and treat it more effectively.”
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The DOve is 
a univeRsal 
syMBOl
The annual Doves of Hope 
campaign is very meaningful 
to our donors because it 
represents so poignantly the 
hope we all have that there will 
be more effective treatments 
and ultimately cures for cancer. 
The campaign, which again 
raised over $1 million in 2012, 
includes a dedication ceremony 
that focuses on the hope we share 
which crosses all ethnic and 
cultural boundaries. To the right 
is a reading presented at that 
ceremony.

PaRTneRing WiTh heR eMPlOyeR TO Raise FunDs 
FOR CanCeR ReseaRCh
When Frances Tam was just turning 
40, she had a stage 3 tumour the 
size of a grapefruit removed from 
her colon. While she recovered in 
hospital over the next three weeks, 
she passed the time watching the 
Food Network. The incredible care 
she received then and over the next 
six months at Princess Margaret 
Cancer Centre inspired her to ‘cook 
for a cause’.

That was eleven years ago, and 
today, Frances not only hosts ‘Cook 
for the Cure’ dinners with different 
themes every year in her home, but 

she participates in half marathons 
in support of cancer research at 
The Princess Margaret. In her 
fundraising activities, Frances has 
tapped into a tremendous benefit 
offered by her employer, Eli Lilly—a 
matching gift program. This allows 
her to bring even more financial 
support to the cause that is so 
important to her.

Frances thinks often of the kind 
volunteer driver who ensured she 
made it to all her appointments, 
the caring nurses, and her 
compassionate oncologist. Everyone 

had hope for her. This is why she is 
passionate to this day about raising 
awareness of cancer and raising funds 
for cancer research.

We celebrate the richness of the symbol of the dove
as experienced in our diversity…

In Hebrew scripture, a dove released from the ark by Noah 
returned with an olive branch to show that the biblical flood  

was over – a symbol of hope in the experience of chaos.
May hope be ours this day.

In the tradition of the Buddha, the dove represents fidelity.
May fidelity be ours this day.

In the tradition of the First Nation Canadians, the dove  
is the symbol of love, gentleness and kindness.

May care be ours this day.

In the tradition of Mohammed, the dove is the symbol of peace  
and devotion to family.

May peace be ours this day.

In the tradition of Christ, the dove represents the Spirit of God 
bringing new life and courage; representing too the feminine,  

the intuitive and the depth of human experience.
May courage be ours this day.

In the tradition of the Sufi, the dove represents the wayfarer  
of the sky – dwelling both in this world and in the next.

May the fullness of life be ours this day.
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TOROnTO FiReFighTeRs eMBRaCe The Cause 
conquerIng cancer In theIr own unIque way!

Firefighters face obvious 
risks every day as they 
perform rescues and 
investigate potentially 
threatening situations. But 
they are also at higher risk 
for many types of cancer 
because of their exposure to 
toxic chemicals and burning 
materials.

For this reason, the Fire 
Fighters’ Cancer Research 
Fund was established in 
1998. In 2013, firefighters 
will celebrate 15 years of 
producing their very popular 
and ‘colourful’ wall calendar 
with 100 percent of the 
proceeds going to this fund.

Production of the Toronto 
Firefighter Calendar begins 
with a competition to 

represent one of the 12 
months in the calendar, 
and tickets to this event 
are always snapped up 
quickly. The firefighters 
then contribute many days 
of their own personal time 
going to dozens of events 
to autograph calendars and 
posing with women who 
want to be photographed 
with a Mr. April or a  
Mr. October.

Embracing the goal 
to conquer cancer in our 
lifetime with incredible 
dedication, the firefighters 
have now raised over  
$1 million in support of 
cancer research at Princess 
Margaret Cancer Centre.

BFF… ‘BesT FRienDs FOReveR’ saDly CuT shORT
When good friends 
and family are lost 
to us way too soon, 
the grief can be 
paralyzing. But at the 
Foundation, we meet 
many people who 
help one another and 
themselves through 
this difficult period 
by turning their grief 
into action.

Peter Bordignon 
and Ralph Di Roma, 
two close friends of 
Joe di Palma’s, did 
just that five years ago when they lost their best friend 
to a brain tumour when he was just 35 years old. Along 
with Joe’s sisters, Ester and Rita, they formed the Joe di 
Palma Brain Tumor & Pediatrics Foundation, and each 

year they have held a 
large gala event with over 
500 guests to celebrate 
his life using different 
themes including Glitter, 
Carnival in Venice and 
Come Alive at Five—and 
featuring world-class 
entertainment.

“Holding this event 
for the past five years has 
been good therapy for 
all of us who loved Joe so 
much and still miss him 
terribly,” explains Peter, 

“But we do it because we 
know how proud Joe would be that over $350,000 has 
been raised for The Pencer Brain Tumor Centre in his 
memory. This money is going to make sure that others 
down the road don’t lose their best friend to this disease.”
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a sTROng FaMily
contInuIng lInDsay’s legacy

Very few people understand the 
strength it takes to face a cancer 
diagnosis, difficult treatment, and 
then the ultimate disappointment 
better than John and Jo-Ann 
Bolger. They lost their daughter 
Lindsay to a rare type of brain 
tumour at the age of just 26.

From the very beginning, 
Lindsay must have known that her 
battle with cancer would require 
enormous strength—her own and 
her entire family’s. She created 
the B-Strong ‘brand’ and logo, 
and started fundraising for cancer 
research almost immediately after 
she received her diagnosis.

Just as Lindsay inspired others 
with her kindness and selfless 
determination, so do her parents 

and her brothers, Michael and 
Ryan. They are true leaders in 
the community of Markham, 
demonstrating for all how to make 
positive things come from their 
tragedy of losing Lindsay. In 2011, 
Markham Council unanimously 
proclaimed that April 22 
(Lindsay’s birthday) be named 
B-Strong Day.

Their vision for B-Strong Day 
is helping others—contact a friend 
who is ill, drive someone to an 
appointment, volunteer in your 
community, or participate in the 
B-Strong Walk.

B-Strong fundraising activities 
have raised over $205,000 
for cancer research at Princess 
Margaret Cancer Centre.

gOlF FORe a CuRe anD 
in lOving MeMORy OF a 
WOnDeRFul aunT
The Winter family loves 
the game of golf. So when 
Blayne Winter lost his 
aunt—Kathy (Winter) 
Bahen—to leukemia, he 
and his family felt it was 
somehow appropriate 
to celebrate her life and 
memory with an annual 
golf tournament.

In September 2012, they held 
their 5th annual Golf Fore A 
Cure tournament at Foxbridge 
Golf Club in Uxbridge and raised 
$13,318 in support of leukemia 
research at Princess Margaret 
Cancer Centre. In total, their 

event has now raised over 
$64,000.

“Kathy’s love of life and 
positive attitude made 
her a favourite among her 
friends and family. She 
always had a smile for 
everyone and a heart as 
large as her personality,” 
describes event organizer 

Lorie Winter. “So getting together 
in her memory is something we 
all love doing, and she would be 
extremely proud that we have 
raised so much money for the 
cancer centre where she received 
such wonderful care.”

ron and Blayne Winter



$1,000,000+

joe’s Team Triathlon

$250,000 - $999,999

Dance to Conquer Cancer

harry’s spring Run-Off

Run or Walk to Conquer Cancer - 
goodlife Fitness Toronto Marathon

Run or Walk to Conquer Cancer - 
scotiabank Toronto Waterfront 
Marathon

The gerry & nancy Pencer Brain Trust 
gala

$100,000 - $249,000

alex and simona shnaider’s halloween 
Party

Believe in Fashion

Ducato Dei vini Friuliani Ceremonial 
Dinner

Friends For life

grimm’s agnico-eagle Mines 
invitational

kelly silverstein Memorial golf 
Tournament

lunch with Margaret & george

Taylor Cup Pond hockey Championship

Tee-up against Cancer

The joe Di Palma Foundation gala

$50,000 - $99,999

BRa (Breast Restoration 
awareness) event

B-strong Walk

Charles krowitz Woodchuck golf 
Classic

Festa das amigas/Circle Of Friends

Maple Downs ladies annual 
Pro-aM Tournament

Mia golf Tournament

Mindy kirsh Memorial  
Bridge to the Cure Tournament 

Most Wanted Fashion show

RaCh 3-Pitch Tournament

show We Care Fashion show & gala

Toronto Firefighter Calendar

$25,000 - $49,999

BljC Charity golf Tournament

erace Cancer

Freed Charity golf Classic

heidi’s golf Classic

husky Food importers - Ritter sport 
Chocolate Bars

kathy Morrison Memorial golf 
Tournament

lifford Boys’ night Out

lions gala for sight

Pickle Barrel golf Tournament

Rebecca’s hope events

stayin’ alive Disco Party

Team ian

The Michele Temple Melanoma 
Fundraising gala

Up to $24,999

5th annual golf Fore a Cure

a Christmas Wonderland

a Diva night

a journey to heal

a night in italy - Pasta night (shout out 
loud)

adam Coules Tribute

all girls art show

american eagle Outfitters Canada 
(Mississauga)

an evening with emmanuel Renoir

annual BBQ Charity Cookout

annual Mike Dickinson grey Cup event

arnie abramowitz Charity golf 
Tournament

Bake sale for Breast Cancer

Barbara Reardon garage sale

Behind the Pink Ribbon

Ben’s song

Bill’s (William) Birthday Celebration

Brookfield Property - holiday gift Wrap 
Fundraiser

sPeCial evenTs
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Canadian Computer Charity golf 
Classic

Cancer will FeaR The BeaRD

Charity golf Tournament

Cheryl’s hope golf Tournament

Chiros Care Foundation

Crop For The Cure

Cuts For Cancer - Thistletown 
Collegiate institute

Daniela Del Rosso events

Dannyco Trading Company

Dan’s Backyard BBQ - sheehan Family

Delta sorority - Ribbon and Roses 
auction

ernie Tourney

event for joel Taylor

Fight to end Cancer

Firefighters against Cancer’s existence

Firefighters Combatting Cancer

Friends Forever

gail Phillips Memorial golf Tournament

global Travel Computer holdings 
Fundraiser

glow & sparkle Fundraiser

greg hay & Family invitational 
golf Tournament

hobbs Family golf Tournament

hope for Cristina T-shirt sales

in Memory of yvonne Bacchus 
Fundraisers

jo-ann Cooke Family Foundation gala

judy Taylor golf Tournament

jump for a Cure

kevin Brillinger Memorial golf 
Tournament

lisbeth CDs Fundraiser

looped for life golf Tournament

Mardi gras - The Fundraiser

Maria Cordeiro golf Tournament

Marisa Memorial golf Tournament

MMsal soccer all Black affair

Motorcycle Ride for DaD

MPs etobicoke Walk-a-Thon

Mud hero

Music For a Cause Benefit Concert

n.g.C. Bike/Car Wash

never lose spirit Concert

nORR Birdhouse Competition & 
Christmas Party

Palmer Bros. Charity golf Tournament

Pat Finelli’s 50th Birthday Party

Pearl Dragon imports inc.

Phelpston Falls Relay

Photography exhibit by gerry Mosby

Pink lady inc.

Pink Tree Walk to end Breast Cancer

Power 2 Cure

Probation Officers of Ontario gala

Ratech golf Tournament

Ride for heart/Team ed

Rob Penney Memorial slo-Pitch 
Tournament

Running for B-ReTT

set2kill volleyball

sigma Chi Fraternity 
- Beta Omega Chapter - 
Dress sale

silvana Bozzo Tribute 
Dinner

south Caledon soccer 
Club - Closing Day BBQ

spring in your step- 
Running Room

Tammy landau events

TedFest

The hope Charity gala

The PMCF next generation

The Tea Party Band for steven hoffman

Todd Wonacott Memorial Curling 
Tournament

Turack Family Bracelet sales

Turkey Busting Workouts (evolution 
Fitness)

u of T Campus Police golf Tournament

vaffi salon & aesthetics Fundraising 
event

verax employees Christmas Party

Wings of life

Wrestle for a Cure

Wyatt Pellew Tennis Tournament

york Memorial Walk

york university Charity Ball
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Visionary
$5,000,000+
The Campbell Family
 emmanuelle gattuso, allan 

slaight and the slaight Family

Pioneer
$1,000,000 – $4,999,999
agnico eagle
in honour of harry and Cissy 

Clark, and nelson and vesta 
Clark

Myron and Berna garron
inmet Mining Corporation
Ronald MacFeeters, sheila 

MacFeeters, laura 
MacFeeters and elizabeth 
hamilton

Champion 
$500,000 - $999,000
arthur Cushing
in honour of al hertz
national Pancreatic Cancer 

Canada Foundation 
(Pancreatic Cancer Canada)

Ruth l. schachter
shoppers Drug Mart

Innovator
$250,000 – $499,999
BMO Financial group
Byron Critchell Reburn Beal 

Campbell
CiBC
john and Myrna Daniels
enbridge gas Distribution
graham Farquharson
Front street Capital Charitable 

Foundation
The gerry and nancy Pencer 

Brain Trust
shirley granovsky
international union of Operating 

engineers local 793
arnold and lynn irwin
janssen inc.
jesse & julie Rasch Foundation
The lewitt Family Foundation
george e. Mara
Malanie Maria szchott Mason
The Muzzo Family
RBC Foundation
ann Rom

sir Mortimer B.Davis jewish 
general hospital

gerald and Marion soloway
varian Medical systems
Florence vuckson

Leader
$100,000 – $249,999
Marvin and linda Barnett
nicolette Bledin
Boehringer-ingelheim (Canada) 

ltd.
Boston Pizza international
Bryant Family
Colleen Campbell and stuart 

Macgregor
Canadian national Christian 

Foundation
Centre hospitalier De 

l’universite De Montreal
Coco international inc.
Romeo Degasperis, lymphoma 

Canada
janice Fukakusa and greg 

Belbeck
Peter and shelagh godsoe and 

Family
green shield Canada Foundation
greenpark homes
steve hummel
iaMgOlD Corporation
The joe Di Palma Brain Tumor 

Pediatrics Foundation
Betty Mendelssohn kalmanasch
in honour of Melissa ann 

katzman
The allan kerbel Family
lamarche Family Foundation
Macquarie group Foundation
Play in support of Cancer 

Research hold’em For life 
Charity

Radiation Oncologists - Princess 
Margaret Cancer Centre

Robert s. Rawlings
Pamela ann Roberts
Roche Canada
Ruth Ruttan
scotiabank
sgnC Charitable Trust
The strobele Family
ian Tannock
Betty Turnbull
The W. garfield Weston 

Foundation
Family and Friends of lusi Wong

Partner
$50,000 – $99,999
afexa life sciences inc.
in honour of Marvin l. arbuck, 

sidney and sonia arbuck
jack and Patricia Barclay
stephen and Dianne Bear
Molly and David Bloom
Canada Dry Motts inc.
Cgi
Manuel Clementino
Coalition to Cure Prostate 

Cancer
Faith and noel Croxon
Danier leather
Delavaco inc.
anne Delicaet
george and katherine 

Dembroski
Diversified Business 

Communications - Canada
archibald j. Forsyth
Pearl goodman
gMP securities lP
harry Rosen inc.
Patricia hosack
glenn hunnings
nizar and gulzar kanji
in honour of David W. harrold - 

Maija karppa
stephen letwin
The Mariano elia Foundation
Mortgage alliance
noble Trade
Paladin labs inc.
PMCC Dental associates
The Posluns Family
Rogers group of Companies
sam and ida Ross Foundation
soloway Wright llP
allan and shirley Taylor
nevil and susanne Thomas
irving Tissue
under armour Canada
joseph vitale and Daniela 

Botto-vitale
Beth Weingarden and Paul stein
ym inc sales

Builder
$25,000 – $49,999
joseph and Morena agueci
american express Canada
asbestos Workers local 95
Bath & Body Works Canada

Ben and hilda katz Charitable 
Foundation

The Benjamin Foundation
Ronald Bresler
Canso investment Counsel ltd.
Walter Carsen
in honour of jim Chamberlain
Citi group, unitrax Development
Cormark securities inc.
ian and anne Devine
Michael Faralla
joseph Fehrenbach
Friends for life
g.a. Paper international inc.
gerald and Paula kirsh and 

Family
giovanni and Concetta guglietti 

Family Foundation
The grand Chapter of Royal arch 

Masons of Canada
gs Battery Canada
Cathy hale
Charles hantho Family
husky Food importers & 

Distributors
The ira gluskin and Maxine 

granovsky gluskin Charitable 
Foundation

Darryl and jan iwai
Carlos and alexandra jardino
The jarislowsky Foundation
johnson & johnson inc.
kPMg llP
local 67 - united association of 

journeymen & apprentices
john Macdonald
Marjorie allan Foundation
Merck Canada inc.
lazo Mikijelj
karen and Paul Morton
stanley edward nicolle
The norman and Marian 

Robertson Charitable 
Foundation

Chris g. Paliare and eva 
Marszewski

gerald Panneton
Pfizer Canada inc.
s.O. asher Consultants ltd.
Cookie and stephen sandler
sanofi-aventis
simona and alex shnaider
gary and louise sugar
sugoi Performance apparel
eva and gabor szekely
TD Bank Financial group
Telus

OuR DOnORs
The following donor list shows gifts received and pledge payments made through all fundraising activities during the 
fiscal year April 1, 2012 to March 31, 2013.

In the interest of cost-effective production of this report, a more complete donor list is published with our online 
Report to Our Donors which you can find at www.thepmcf.ca/onlinereport2013.
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Douglas Thompson
edward g. Thompson
in honour of susanne Thomas
Trade secrets
Pat nichols and Bob 

Tundermann
university of Toronto Press inc.
gerda zettler Waldhart
Walmart Canada Corp.
in honour of l. gary Woods

Friends
$10,000 – $24,999
1272466 Ontario ltd.
leonard and Marcy abramsky
acier Wirth steel
acura 2000 (Brampton)
violet adair
adidas Canada ltd.
lorraine ailles
albert and Temmy latner Family 

Foundation
allan and susan Fenwick 

Charitable Foundation
Clive and Barbara allen
alloway Charitable Trust
Fereshteh assefi
aviva Canada inc.
shane Baghai
The Bank of nova scotia
BaPs shree swaminarayan 

sanstha inc.
The Barnes Family Charitable 

Foundation
Family of Matthew W. Barrett
Bob and Diann Bell
gerald Belz
giovanni Bianchini
Diana Billes
herb and Fran Binder and 

Family
joel Binder
The Bitove Foundation
Black & Mcdonald
Blake, Cassels & graydon llP
Bloombergsen investment 

Partners
Borden ladner gervais
jason Brass
The Brick ltd.

The Bridle Bash Foundation
glenys Florence Bernice Bryant
in Recognition of Ruth Burnett 

From joseph, gail, lorne and 
sheldon Burnett

Mark Caiger
Canaccord genuity
Canadian Partnership against 

Cancer Corp.
Cardano Risk Management B.v.
Carpenters District Council of 

Ontario
gary Carter
Carthy Foundation
john Cassaday
Cassels Brock & Blackwell llP
Celgene inc.
Bob Chan
Clarus securities inc.
esther and jack Cole and Family
Colio estate Wines
gail and irving Cooper
Mary Dagg
arthur Dalfen
harry j. Daniel
lucette Papineau and james W. 

Dunlap
David Cornfield Melanoma Fund
Davis & henderson ltd.
garry Degeer
elvio Del sorbo
Deloitte & Touche Foundation 

Canada
lionel deMercado
Derek and louise Dermott
john Dew
Diamond Corp.
alison Domingues
Dundee Capital Markets
Dundee Corporation
e.s. Fox limited
Tom and karen ehrlich and 

Family
joan and hy eiley
eli lilly Canada inc.
Robert elliott and Paul Wilson
exel inc.
gail and Robert Farquharson
David and Catherine Fidani
Fiera Foods Company

Firefighters against Cancer’s 
existence Foundation

Fowler Construction Company 
limited

Robert Francki
Front street Capital
David M. garofalo
David gelman
gentle Ben Charity Challenge
Mitchell goldhar
goodmans llP
graham Munro Charitable 

Foundation
stewart and jean green
james greenan
Daniel greenglass and joseph 

Brennan
jack and judy gwartz
Reta M. hardy
heather harris
harvey kalles Real estate ltd.
haynes Connell Foundation
heat & Frost insulators & 

asbestos Workers local 119
janet and Peter herman
joan M. hood
Marilyn hosang
hRa group
hudson’s Bay Company
irma and vincenzo Pulla 

Charitable Foundation
jack astor’s Bar and grill ltd.
Brett jackman
Bonnie and Terry jackson
jBs Foundation inc.
jilla and Robert Williams 

Foundation
The jo-ann Cooke Family 

Foundation
joe Finley Family Foundation
lilian Betty johns
kalmar Family Foundation
The kavelman-Fonn Foundation
Patrick B. keeley
Rick keilhauer
Martin kelman
ian kidson and Carole Mcnabb
kinross gold Corp.
korhani
kwitman Family Foundation

la Prima investments ltd
gordon and joyce lackenbauer
laurier homes (27) ltd.
The lawrence and judith 

Tanenbaum Family Foundation
Friends and Family of judy 

lazzarato
lifford Wine agency
litens automotive Partnership
sheila loftus and Family
longo’s Family Charitable 

Foundation
lTP sports group inc.
kevin lynch
M a stewart & sons ltd.
james Macdonald
sandy and Bart MacDougall
Paula Mackay
Mackenzie Financial Corporation
adrienne and Douglas Mahaffy
karen and David Maidment
stuart Mapp
emile Marino
The Master insulators association 

of Ontario inc.
Teresa Mcevilly
Mckenna gale Capital inc.
norma jean Mclean
McMaster university
hazel McMillan
Peter McRae
Mechanical Contractors 

association of Toronto
jim Meekison and Carolyn 

keystone
Meritview Decorating ltd.
Marlene Miller
Melissa Mohammed
Bruce j. Moore
lesley a. Morison
stephen Morson
Mount sinai hospital
steven Muzzo
My Tribute gift
The naomi & gerald goldenberg 

& Family Charitable Foundation
national Bank Financial
neamsby
nelson arthur hyland Foundation
nhl Foundation

THanK You DavID bloom!
David Bloom is a leader.  As a past CEO and Chairman 
of Shoppers Drug Mart, he doubled the number of 
stores, quadrupled sales and grew earnings tenfold. As a 
philanthropist, he donated his own funds and helped to raise 
additional funds to create Canada’s first chair in multiple 
myeloma research.  As a community activist, he assembled 
a passionate team focused on raising funds to find more 
effective treatments for a disease that over 2,200 Canadians 
are diagnosed with each year. His team—The Pharmacy All 
Stars—has raised over $440,000 since 2008!

David Bloom and his wife Molly
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jim nicol
nucap industries inc
Pierre O greffe
Omri Mark sapir
Desmond and Pamela O’Rorke
Ovarian Cancer Canada
Marie josé Overweel
john Paterson
Mel Pearl
john Pearson
Family and Friends of nada 

Pehar
israel Pelc
Performance group of Funds
john and andrea Pierson
The Pioneer group inc.
Margaret Pollard
Powerstream inc.
Margaret s. Preston
Robert and shirley Prittie
Project and Construction 

Management inc.
The Prostate Cancer Fight 

Foundation
hilda Pruuli
William and Cynthia Quinn
ann Rastin
Rexall Pharma Plus
RioCan ReiT
ken Robins
Betty Rodger
Rosen Family Foundation
larry Rosen
Barrie Rose and Family
Richard Ross
sandra and joseph Rotman
Royal de versailles jewellers
eamon Ryan
Carol h. Rykert
Marvin and victoria sadowski
Charles Robert sanderson
The scott and Melissa Beattie 

Charitable Fund
segal llP
shivani sharma
sherman Foundation
sherry and sean Bourne Family 

Charitable Foundation

naju B. shroff
siemens Canada limited
Bruce silcoff
Devin smith/ eric epstein/

nhlPa
soberman llP Chartered 

accountants
sobey’s Ontario
st joseph Printing
sean st. john & Family
Margaret stainsby
Brian aune in honour of Brian 

steck
Donna steck and Family in 

honour of Our Beloved 
husband and Father Brian 
steck

ann and Robert stevens
Michael stock
sunlife Financial
sunsmart Melanoma 

Foundation
suzy’s inc.
Tauba & solomon spiro Family 

Foundation
kenneth and joan Taylor
Tenaquip
Tesari Charitable Foundation
Teva novopharm
TMX group inc.
Philip Torno
Toronto Firefighters association
The Toronto Crown & Bridge 

study Club
Transpower utility Contractors 

inc.
Tony and Wendy Traub
unilever Canada limited
united association of Plumbing 

and Pipe Fitting local 46
vibro acoustics
Peter von schilling
elizabeth M. Walter
anne and David Ward
The Ward Family Foundation
simon Warga
james Waters

in honour of the Wonderful life 
of Percy Weinstein - Myrna, 
karen and Deedee Weinstein

eric Weir
The Westaway Charitable 

Foundation
Robin and Barbara White
Michael and shari Wilson
shelagh e. Wilson
Florence and Mickey Winberg
judy Wong
Marilyn l. yunis Family 

Foundation

$5,000 – $9,999
4 star Drywall (99) ltd.
5 Corners Productions inc.
a & j vacworx inc.
jeff abbott
shaun adams
aDP Canada
aecon Construction & Materials 

ltd.
agardy glass & aluminium inc.
albion Rental
alexander e. grossman 

Foundation
allergan inc.
allstream inc.
Paula almeida
acilio almeida
The alofs Family
alpine sodding & landscaping
Maria amaral
lorna anderson
karen arbesman
ardis archer
armstrong Partnership lp
arnold naiman holdings
Robert arnott
asT Flooring ltd.
steve astritis
atlantic Packaging Products ltd.
Cheryl Babcock
Baif Developement
Baker Real estate Corp.
Barclays Capital Canada inc.
Barrday

Ron and sharon Baruch
Bayer healthCare
M. kelly and john Beales
Bell Canada
Berry Plastics
BFl Canada
george Bibby
Bill and Wendy volk Family 

Foundation
Martha Billes
jane Black
Black Rock Marketing group
heather e. Black
Rita Blais
jonathan Bloomberg
BMC Masonry
Oliver Bock
gordon j. Bogden
Bondfield Construction 

Company ltd.
Borges Foods ltd.
sean and Peta Boyd
Walter Boyd
BPi Canada
Maggie Bras
Bratty and Partners, llP
Tanya and Paul Braun
Brenda Brazier
The Brettler Mintz Foundation
The Brides’ Project
Bristol-Myers squibb Canada
Charles R. Bronfman
The Brookfield Foundation
Philip Browman and Family
in honour of Cynthia Brown
Robert Brown
Bruce Wilson landscaping ltd.
Michael Buckstein
Michael Bulger
Burgundy asset Management 

ltd.
Darlene Burnham
Wayne Burtnyk
Byron Capital Markets
C. R. Wall & Co. inc.
The Cadillac Fairview 

Corporation
Camden glass
Canadian Conference of 

asbestos Workers
Canadian hospital specialities 

ltd.
anne-Marie and Robert Canning
Carol electric
Catech systems limited
Caterpillar global Mining and 

Financial services
CaW-TCa Canada
Certainteed - Oakville
vasdev Chanchlani
The Chandaria Family and 

Conros Corporation
larry Chapman
Charities aid Foundation 

america
The Chastell Foundation
Ralph Chiodo
Chirolion urban Corporation
Chiros Care Foundation
William Choo Chong
Olivia Chow

THanK You  BRIAN ROGERS!

Brian has made volunteering an important 
part of his retirement. He has helped out in 
our Foundation office twice a week for five 
years now—welcoming new supporters to our 
family of donors and thanking donors for 
their continuing support. He plays a key role 
in ensuring that the contact information 
we have for our donors is accurate and up to 
date. The Community Giving team is very 
grateful for the quiet and efficient way he 
assists with the priority of the day (and love 
his regular travel updates and photos!)
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sam Ciccolini
Thomas Clapp
W. edmund Clark
samuel Clark
Mike Clements
Clintar
Clublink Corporation
arthur and harriett Cohen
Theresa Coleman
Robert Colwell
Commercial Mechanical 

services ltd.
Confederation Freezers
Constellation energy group 

Foundation inc.
Counsel Corporation
Credit suisse First Boston 

Canada
Robert j. Cronin
David and stacey Cynamon
isilda graca Da silva
Mark Daitchman
ed D’amario
Rosa D’amario
lindsey D’andrade
jim v. Degasperis
The Deborah loeb Brice 

Foundation
Delta Downsview
Delta Pi sorority
jill Denham and stephen 

Marshall
The Derick Brenninkmeyer 

Charitable Foundation
Designer Fabric Outlet ltd.
Detour gold
Peter j. Dey
Phillip and Peggy Dezwirek
Davinder Dhillon
Peter and anna Di giuseppe
james Di luca
anthony DiPierdomenico
Dobbin sales ltd.
Martin Donnelly
kenneth Drabble
Rupert Duchesne
David Dulberg
steve R. Dunk
Dunn Private Capital
Michael Dupuis
egon zehnder international inc.
valerie elia
ellis Don Corporation
ell-Rod holdings inc.
Mohomed eltorki
luise enderle
erosion Control
Wilfred M. estey
gay evans
The Faas Foundation
lisa Fan
agnes Faraci
helen Farintosh
Wade Felesky
PC Financial
Fidelity investments
Fieldgate Developments ltd.
David Fingold
kenny Finkelstein
luciano Fiorini

Flatiron Capital
Formacon Construction
Forsa equipment Repair inc.
Fortress Real Developments 

inc.
Wayne and isabel Fox
shaun Francis
janie Freud
susan Fromer
harvey and leah Fruitman
nancy lockhart and Murray 

Frum
anthony Fyles
gammond investments ltd
gary Bluestein Charitable 

Foundation
j. Patrick gibson
giftcraft ltd.
astley gilbert
Phil gillin and ava sands
glaxosmithkline
j. lawrence goad
Mark goldenberg
goldman, sachs & Co.
Mildred M. gould
The grad Family Foundation
Marion greenberg
gridpath solutions
groupe yellow inc.
silvio guglietti
Tracy a. hackett
kathleen hanly
Marianne harris and Brian 

laramie
susan harris and David kassie
hD supply Canada
heenan Blaikie llP
anne M. hele
george and linda heller
jennifer hibberd
joan R. hickey
helen Mallovy hicks
homes by Desantis inc.
David honderich
Ross hooper
Carolyne hoshooley
ivan hrvoic
shaukat hussein
Paul huyer
heather hyland
ia Clarington investments inc.
Denise iacovelli
Mohamed ibrahim
imax Corporation
imperial Coffee & services inc.
industrial alliance insurance 

and Financial services inc.
intact insurance
interior systems Contractors 

association Of Ontario
international association of 

heat and Frost insulators 
and asbestos Workers

investors group Financial 
service inc.

William ip
israel koschitzky Family 

Charitable Foundation
glenn ives
Donald jarvis

jasper Construction Corp.
jBW insurance agencies ltd
Ricky lie ken jie
jingles
jMsj Properties inc.
The jodamada Foundation
Colleen and Brian johnston
joriki inc.
Murray hart and jill kamin
Molly kates
keal Technology
Debra a. May kee
David keeley
Malcolm keir
shyon kelly
andrea kerrigan
Farsad kiani
john kim
joel kirsh
The koffler Foundation
Carmen kondrat
kosty gilis
john and Margaret krall
andrew kriegler
kurt Dopson Trust Fund
Douglas kurtin
ladies Out laughing
Rocco lallone
Tammy C. landau
Mary langford
Bruce langstaff
Brianne lavery
esther lee
leetham service Corp.
sau Fong ng lee
The legresley Family 

Foundation
Clyde lendrum
lerxst Music inc.
David leslie
karyn levy
sharon lewis
liberty Development Corp.
Marilyn libin
lifelong nutrition inc.
limited Brands
limited Brands Foundation
The linda Frum and howard 

sokolowski Charitable 
Foundation

lkM. a Division of snC lavalin 
inc.

Ronald s. lloyd
esther and john loewen 

Family
anna loh
Dean longo
loyaltyOne
M Face Productions
Peter Mackendrick
Ross Mackinnon
William Maclaren
Michael MacMillan and Cathy 

spoel
Dorothy Mabel Macniven
Manulife Financial
Maple leaf
Rose Mariano
Rick Marshall
Paul Martin

THanK You  
UNDER ARMOUR!

Under Armour—the 
company that introduced 
the now-famous 
ColdGear® fabric for 
athletic clothing—
launched the Power in 
Pink™ program over 10 
years ago to encourage a 
dialogue among women 
about the importance 
of fighting breast cancer 
through a healthy and 
active lifestyle. And, for 
every Power in Pink item 
purchased in-store or 
online, Under Armour 
donates a portion of the 
proceeds to organizations 
dedicated to the fight 
against breast cancer. 
The Princess Margaret 
Cancer Foundation is 
Under Armour Canada’s 
foundation of choice, 
and they have donated 
$85,000 to our breast 
cancer research programs. 
They have also helped 
to fund the cost of our 
Shoppers Drug Mart Weekend to 
End Women’s Cancers official 
Pacers Team T-shirts.
Visit www.underarmour.
com/shop/us/en/power-
in-pink to find out more 
about the program.
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Masters insurance ltd.
jitendra k. Mathur
gloria Matias
Mattamy homes ltd.
j. Matthews
geoffrey Matus
Max Bell Foundation
McBurney Family Foundation
David McCann
hugh McCauley
Robert McFarland
james M. Mckeon
Robin Mcluskie
Randy McMeekin
David Menzel
Mercedes-Benz Canada inc.
Cindy Merrigan
Merrill lynch Canada inc.
Theresa Mersky
Michelle & Michael levy Family 

Foundation
Paul and holly Miklas
Michael Milosevic
Tom Milroy
Myles Mindham and stephen 

gilles
Frances and Clive Minto
Christa Mitchell
Molson Coors Canada
Dave Moore

The Morris justein Family 
Charitable Foundation

judy Morson
Mosaic group
Motion industries
Patricia Murphy
nashville Developments inc.
nedco Telecom
stephen neil
new enterprise garth Moving 

inc.
Paul and Tracey neziol
Michael nimmo
norco Bicycles
The norman and Margaret 

jewison Charitable 
Foundation

john norman
norr ltd.
Ontario Power generation 

employees’ & Pensioners’ 
Charity

Onyx Pharmaceuticals inc.
Barbara Oosterloo
Philip Orsino
gilles Ouellette
Ozz electric
Pal Benefits inc.
g. Palazzo
Rose M. Patten

Pattison sign group
Paul and elizabeth Martin 

Foundation
David Pauli
Peter Pearce
Brian Pendleton
Brian Penny
lino Pessoa
glen Pestrin
by Peter & Paul’s
Murray Peters
Christopher Pfaff
Pharmascience
jacques Philosophe
Plan group inc.
Polar Foundation
Polimax Floor Coverings
Polyclinic Family and specialty 

Medicine Facility
Mary elizabeth Porter
Premiere van lines inc.
sam Primucci
Prostate Cancer Canada
Chris s. Purkis
PwC Management services lP
Rackattack Products ltd.
Brad Ralph
Raymond james ltd.
gerry Remers
Remington homes
Residential Construction Council 

of Central Ontario
Barry Reznick
james Rickard
Rls Charitable giving Fund
helaine and lionel Robins
steve Rodriguez
Michael Rolland
Roscoe Postle associates inc.
The Rotman Family Foundation
Fred Rubinoff
sage investments limited
salman Partners inc.
sheetal sapra
samuel sarick
Fiera sceptre
gabriella schmidt
schneider electric/square D 

Foundation
Rolf schoene
alan schwarz
Deborah scott
The seston Family
jenny seto
virginia shaw
allen and Mary shechtman
Barry and honey sherman
Owen shime
shoreway Flooring ltd.
Cary silber
larry sinclair
Diane sinhuber
esther and Ronald sirkis
Paul and Carol slavens
smart Centres
Tim smith
smith share Foundation inc.
elizabeth anna smith
Roy smith
sOBek investments ltd.
societa Femminile Friulana

sowa Tool and Machine Co. ltd.
st. Dunstan of Canterbury 

Church
st. Martin secondary school
helen starbuck
Ronald s. steinberg, Paula 

Brockman and susan Caplan
inger stene
gary and julie stern and Family
stiftung Mannergesundheit
Michael storfer
Dayna stringer
subway
sutherland law litigation 

lawyers
sue symington
system electrical & 

Communication services inc.
stan and gloria Taylor
ian Telfer
Ronald l. Temple
Therapure Biopharma inc.
Brandon james Throop
jochen e. Tilk
Tolima gold Corp.
Tolin enterprises ltd.
Tomkins Corporation Foundation
john Torchia
gordon Tozer
Trans-Ontario Ceiling & Wall 

systems inc.
Travelers insurance Company Of 

Canada
Trenchless utility equipment 

inc.
ericTripp and Maria smith
Trudell Medical limited
Philip Turk
andrew Tynio
uBs securities Canada inc.
universal Workers union local 

183
uni-World Corporation limited
urban Painting & Decorating 

ltd.
William g. vanderburgh
Carmela vettese
vineyard holdings inc.
visa Canada
lea vogel
The Wadden group Of 

Companies inc.
Frederic Waks
james Walters
Bill Webb
seymour Weinstein
susan Weisbarth
steve Wilson
john Windsor
gale and jerold Winter
Mari-jayne Woodyatt
The Works Design 

Communications
evelyn Wu
Wynnestone Communities
Robert and Terry yanowski
nicole young
Robert young
susan zorzi
karen zurawski

THanK You TRACEy NEzIOl,  
MAGGIE BRAS anD HOlly MIKlAS!

This year, Tracey, Maggie and Holly created a 
wonderful new event—an elegant fashion show to 
benefit the Robert and Maggie Bras and Family New Drug 
Development Program. Called Believe In Fashion, they 
teamed up with The Room and filled the Arcadian 
Court with their fashionable friends including 
Laureen Harper and Randy Bachman.  After a 
delicious lunch, their guests enjoyed a spring/summer 
runway show featuring the newest line of designer 
Narciso Rodriguez.
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We are very grateful to the following firms who have generously donated their skills, 
products and materials, or provided added value in support of The Princess Margaret.

98.1 ChFi
102.1 the edge 
104.5 ChuM FM
680news
able Travel
absolut vodka
absolute endurance
achievers
advanced Tent Rental
affair Rentals
The alcorn salon
aM640
aMj Campbell van lines
apollo health and Beauty Care
astral Media Radio gP
astral Outdoor
audi uptown
Bailey Cosmetics
Barefoot Wines
BBQ gourmet
Beck Taxi
Bicycling Magazine
blo Dry Bar
BMW of Mississauga
Bnn (Business news network)
Browns shoes
BOOM 97.3
Boston Pizza
Bryers / unilever
Calvin klein
Canada Dry Mott’s inc.
Casa loma
CBC
CBg
CCMh
CFRB newstalk 1010
Chantler’s environmental 

service
CiBC
Citytv
Classical 96.3FM
Clean sheet Communications
Cn Tower

COlD-FX
Colio estate Wines
Concord adex
Courtesy Chevrolet
CP24
Crystal light
CTv
Deloitte llP
Derek lam
Dolce Magazine
Donna Mariani – a simple Table
Downtown Porsche
Dragon security
eastDell estate Winery
ecclestone Cycle
elmer Olson Model Management
eluXe
eznet Recreational sports nets
Ferrari Maserati of Ontario
Foxy Originals
Frozen Pond
Future shop
gatorade
genesis Cycle inc.
george C, Toronto
gO Transit (a Division of 

Metrolinx)
goodboxes.ca
goodlife Fitness
greenpark homes
harlequin enterprises ltd.
harry Rosen
henry’s
highland Chev Olds
house & home Media
iceberg vodka
i aM gOlD
j3 Canada
j.e. Russell Produce
johnson & johnson
julia Perry 5.0
kennedy Ford sales
kPMg

lilium Fine Flowers
lindt
linwood homes
longo’s
MaC Cosmetics
Magen Boys entertainment
Maranello BMW 
McDonald’s
McWhirter and associates
Metro
MiraTel solutions inc.
Moduloc Fencing
Mohawk College
Molson Coors
Muskoka Building Co.
The nabob Coffee Company
naked Creative
nexxus salon hair Care
ngCOa – national golf Course 

Owners association Canada
norco Bicycles
Oakville infiniti nissan
Oakville Toyota
OMni Television
Pareto
Pattison Outdoor advertising
PCM inc.
Pharmascience
The Pickle Barrel
Pedal Magazine
Pepsi / Frito-lay
Policaro auto Family
Popchips
Q107
Reebok-CCM hockey, inc.
Ritz Carlton Toronto
Rogers Centre
Rogers Communications inc.
Roots Canada ltd.
Rose Reisman Catering
Royal de versailles
Royale / irving Consumer 

Products

sCORegolf Magazine
shangri-la hotel, Toronto
shaw Media
sheraton Centre Toronto
shibley Righton lP
shmink Cosmetics
shootround
s.O. asher Consultants ltd.
sobeys
solemates introduction services
spiderTech kinesiology Tape
spirale Banquet & Conference 

Center
sportsnet Radio Fan 590
steam Whistle Brewery
stewart’s Baskets & Balloons
sTlO Wines
sugOi Performance apparel
suncoat Products inc.
suzy shier
system 4 Productions
Tassimo
Telelatino network inc.
The Brick
The Daniels Corporation
The globe and Mail
The national Post
The Printing house
The Room
The Toronto star
Thentix
Tiffany & Co.
Toronto Blue jays
Trade secrets
uM Canada
under armour, inc
united Rentals
via Rail Canada
Wild Water kingdom
Winners
y&R
zoomerMedia

THanK You  STEVE’S CyClEPATHS!

Since the inaugural Ride to Conquer Cancer, Steve’s 
Cyclepaths have been a fundraising and fun-loving 
force. Starting with 53 cyclists in year 1, the team has 
grown to 255 in 2013—and 80 percent of them do not 
ride bikes on a regular basis! But 100 percent of them 
believe deeply in the cause behind the Ride, and want 
to be actively engaged in conquering cancer. In 2013, 
Steve’s Cyclepaths became the first Ride team to raise 
over $1 million in a single year. Their leader, Steve 
Cohen, is from the Niagara region where he is a business 
and community leader. He served  as Honourary Chair 
for the Ride in 2011.
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Frances i. Masefield acheson
val and ernie adriaanse
scarlat albright
Bruce alexandor
Omar ali
Paul and sheila alofs
keith ambachtsheer and 

virginia atkin
loretta and etienne amestoy
Roger andersen
shirley arnold
Chuck arrigo
norman k. ashurst
William F. Badke
Wilbur n. Baily
jan h. Balledux
jack and Patricia Barclay
katharine e. Barilla
yee Bell
Francesco Benichasa
Roslyn and Bernard Bennett
shirley Bennett
Beulah Besharah
Rita Bette
aruna Bhatnager
Rosa Bianca
Catherine Blackburn
Dorothea Ruth and Philip Bloom
Michel C. Bois
Frank Bosco
Robindra n. Bose
geoffrey Boyes
Mary Brandon
harold and Fredelle Brief
Beverley a. Briggs
Rob Bristow
William P., gail and Billy Brown
Ruth M. Buchanan
joan and jack Burkholder
Reta Burrows
David and Paula Butterfield
laura and sven Byl
Richard Cadieux
Fausto Carbone

gail Carman and Dave 
hollingworth

Dorothy Carr
Christopher a. Carson
Margaret e. Chapman
Paul Chen
k. Carol Christian
joyce k. Chung
valerie and james Clark
anne Clements
julie Colosimo
luciano and Paola Colozza
Olga and Warner Cowan
antonio Crescenzi
janice s. Crichton
Barry Crookes
irene Crowe
Beryl Cruse
enola Czech
Fern Daiter
julie Davis
jean Davison
Mary Dawkins
Robin De Mercado
joyce h. Denyer
Tim Devlin
joseph Di geso
Daniela Di giantomasso
Wilson g. Dow
jessie l. Dowling
Maurice Drieu
Diane n. Drotos
joao j. Dutra
linda ecclestone
naomi eisenberg
leola english
audrey ennis
Margaret a. evered
Patricia ewart-Mclean
Roy a. & elizabeth j. Fawcett
joseph Fehrenbach
lisa and Ron Feyerabend
Madeline Fielding
leland j. Fisher

Patricia k. Ford
jake e. Fowell
sherri Freedman and jeff 

hoffman
linda j. Freedman
sandra j. Frost
larry and eileen Fryer
Michelle Fuss
anthony Fyles
alex gallagher
kathy gallivan
Monica l. gaudry
Paul gauthier
Marilyn gazey
harry and joyce gibbard
ian gibbard
Florence gibbons
shirley goldenberg
lillian gordon
ethel gorlick
in honour of Beryl elizabeth 

Trimming-green
Carol greenwood
Christopher g. guest
Cathy hale
elizabeth D. hamilton
Daniel hanowski
Doris hansen
helen Phebe hatton
sharyl hanes
lenard haywood
suzanne hearn
Robert i. hendy
grant hern
joan R. hickey
David and louise hilson
Timen P.ho and ling h. ho-lai
a. D. holt
Bill and karina hope
joan Pui-ying hosang
Margaret j.h. howitt
Peter hume
glenn hunnings
Tommasino-Timpano iozzo

jCB gRanT sOCieTy
Membership in the JCB Grant Society is offered to donors who have included The Princess Margaret Cancer 
Foundation in their Will or have made a gift of life insurance. These special friends of the Foundation have made 
the fight to conquer cancer in our lifetime part of their own personal legacy.

The JCB Grant Society is named after the distinguished Toronto professor of anatomy, Dr. J.C. Boileau Grant, 
the author of Grant’s Atlas of Anatomy. The Princess Margaret has a special connection with Dr. Grant. His widow, 
Anne Catriona Robertson, left us a bequest of the Atlas when she died in 1982. With the annual royalty payments, 
The Princess Margaret Cancer Foundation has created the JCB Grant Chair in Oncologic Pathology, a $2.2 million 
endowed chair, as well as a major named endowment fund.

The Grant family’s example is important to us: they have left an important legacy with a creative gift, and they 
have improved our ability to conduct leading-edge cancer research. Through the JCB Grant Society, we pay tribute 
both to the Grant family and to each donor who has confirmed a planned gift to The Princess Margaret.

joan i. jackson
simon l. jackson
Margaret jenkins
agnes jenkinson
nancy jennings
elspeth a. johnson
Fran johnston
Barry jones
lee-anne kant
jeff karl
Diane karnay and stuart Bollefer
Carla keel
grace kelly
nora kent
kathryn kernohan
andrea kinch
neville and lorraine kirchmann
Paula kirsh
selwyn and Pippa kossuth
sherry kou
vito and Catherine labate
Margaret, audrey and james 

laidler
harold lane
Colin languedoc
Barry lebow
gail s. leder & Daniel z. 

goodwill
Connie lee
joan and Bob lehman
kathleen D. leslie
Charles e. letman
Daniel lichtman
Meryl lindale
irene M. lloyd
audrey loeb and David Ross
Margaret jane logan
Marija loncar
Maria loschiavo
Rita louidor
Margaret lynch
Charles Macallister
Ronald l. MacFeeters
Mary and garth Macgirr



Mr. and Mrs. john D. Mackay
William Maclaren
john and gail Macnaughton
john C. Marshall
Robert Martin
antonio and seli Masegosa
Dana Maslic
aureade Massey
jean Matlow
Doris McCartney
joyce l. McCathie
janice McDonald
R.a. guy Mcguire
William george Mcintyre
Paul Mcnab and Mary 

Collins-Mcnab
Beverly McRae
elizabeth Meldrum
steve Merker and Cathy 

Buchanan
louis Michael
Rosa Milano
Barbara jean Miles
george Miljevich
james Miller
Patricia Miller
Ruth M. Miller
Ruth Milne
s. Milne
john k. Mitchell
lois Mitchell
Carla Monk
Doris j. Moore
harold a. Morden
eleanor Morgan
Brad Morris
Carol Morrison
Marlene Morriss-Taylor
Miriam Mozes
june Murdoch
Freda ariella Muscovitch
Margaret and William Myers
jill and Reed nelson
susan newman
Doris noftall
Pamela and Donald north
aimee M. O’Connor
Manuel Oliveira
Marshall and Tina Partnoy
john Patterson
Colleen Peacock
Brian Pecic
Constance Peters
Myta Peters
stan and helen Petrowski
Robert l. Pidgeon
gertrude Piggott
sofia Polyanovsky
karen M. Potter
Clare Price
Bernice elizabeth and allan 

Ross Profit
linda Puma
abel Quintal
Bernie Rees
john Reilly
gladys Rennie
edna Reynolds
lionel and helaine Robins
Charles h. and kathleen a. 

Robinson

Betty Ross
annice h. Rothbart
Coleman Rotstein
Ross and gwenda Roxburgh
Therese Roy
Marci j. Rubinoff
Barbara e. Russell
Ruth e. Russell
Patricia sauerbrei
Mike scapicchio and Patricia 

Fazzari-scapicchio
gabriella schmidt
Frank and Red selke
idola g. semple
naju B. shroff and keki B. 

shroff
antonio sicilia
Margaret simmons
graham T. skells
linda sky grossman
Thomas smith
helen stark
annabelle stephens
D. eleanor stephenson
Morag l. stewart
ian M. stobart and norma 

stobart
elsa and Ted stringer
shannon and Micheal stuart
ann D. sutton
Dorothy sutton
eva and gabor szekely
Richard F. Tayler
Douglas a. Taylor
Tina Tehranchian
helen Tennyson
irmgard Theegarten
Frederick Tiley
joan Tilt
Mildred Trachtenberg
jerry Trestik
jackie Tuffin
Pat nichols and Bob 

Tundermann
Belal uddin
joseph vannot
nancy j. vivian
john Paul Watman
lisa l. Weaver
vanessa Wellwood
lawrence Wert
hazel Westlake
Mary e. Whitaker
Clyde shepard Whitham
linda Whyte
Debra Wilson
Charles T. Wilson
norma and sharon Wilson
Mary Winter
jonathan Wisebrod
susan Mclean Woodburn
Donald and janice Woodley
Betsy Wright
William a. Wright
Donald a. Wylie
Morden s. yolles
ginette young
Chung-Fu yu
valentina zatskoy loper
john zeger

A GIfT Of lIfE INSURANCE IN 
HONOUR Of A HUSBAND wHO  
TRUly EMBRACED lIfE

Eva Csanadi came to Canada from Hungary in 1957 
and opened up her own beauty parlour. Years later, one 
of her clients was determined to play matchmaker and 
introduced her to Gabor Szekely. Even though Gabor 
was younger than her and was making his living as a 
musician—two ‘no-no’s’ for Eva—they were rarely apart 
from that point on.

Gabor did move on from his life as a full-time 
musician to become the second most productive 
financial planner in the 100-year history of Investors 
Group. “He loved people and they loved him,” says Eva. 

“And he loved living—from enjoying his espresso coffee 
to his passion for music to world travel.”

When Gabor developed lung cancer, Eva was 
determined to find the best care for him. They 
even went to the U.S. for consultation, but doctors 
there referred them back to The Princess Margaret, 
explaining he would receive equally good treatment 
there. Under the care of Dr. Natasha Leighl, Gabor 
lived an additional six years in which he and Eva were 
still able to travel extensively.

Eva will never forget the tremendous care Gabor 
received at The Princess Margaret, and she has decided 
to help others by funding cancer research through  
a gift of insurance as well as a gift in her Will. It will be 
a fitting tribute to a life lived well and with enthusiasm.

The Princess Margaret Cancer Foundation       35
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naMeD eXPenDaBle FunDs
aBC group inc. ambulatory infusion Pump 

Fund
abraxis Bioscience Fellowship Fund
adelson Foundation Fund for Ovarian Cancer 

Research
agnico-eagle Research Fund
al hertz Centre for Palliative and supportive 

Care Fund
The al hertz urgent Care Facility Fund
allan and shirley Taylor Fund
allan kerbel Trust Fund
alli’s journey Fund
The alofs Family Fund
amelia Plastina Breast Cancer Research 

and equipment Fund
ann and irving storfer lymphoma Research 

Fund
ann storfer ironman Fund
anna-liisa Farquharson kidney Cancer 

Research Fund
asaro Family lymphoma Fellowship Fund
aventis Fellowship Program Fund
Barnett Music and art Program Fund
Barrie Rose Fund
Barry and susanne Cooper Family Fund
The Beckie Fund for Breast Cancer Research
Ben and hilda katz Charitable Foundation 

Fund
Benny libman Patient Care Fund
Bette johnston Cooperative student 

scholarship Fund
Betty Mendelssohn kalmanasch Medical 

Research Fund
Betty Meretsky Patient Care Fund
Blaine Richard stein Fund
Bluma appel Palliative Care Project Fund
Bush international Fund
Boehringer ingelheim (Canada) ltd. 

Opportunity Project Fund
Boehringer ingelheim MP innovation Project 

Fund
Boutilier Family Triple negative Breast 

Cancer Research Fund
Bram appel Fund for Molecular Diagnostics 

in Ovarian Cancer
Bras Family new Drug Development 

Program art Fund
Bras Family new Drug Development 

Program Fund
Brian ellies esophageal Cancer Prevention 

Fund
Brian Pendleton and Chad goldman Ovarian 

Cancer Fund
Bruce galloway Fund in head and neck 

Cancer Research
Canadian Conference of asbestos Workers 

Fund
Campbell Family Cancer Research institute 

Fund
Campbell Family institute for Breast Cancer 

Research Fund
Canary Foundation Fallopian Tube Project 

Fund
The Carlo Fidani Foundation Fund
Carmel Derdaele Breast Cancer Research 

Fund

Catherine Proulx-simon Fund
Celgene Fellow in Myeloma Research Fund
Cgi group Fund
Charles and Marilyn gold Family Foundation 

Fund
Charles krowitz Burkitt’s lymphoma 

Research Fund
Charlotte Belz Melanoma Research Fund
Christopher ‘Chip’ Trueman Fund for 

esophageal Cancer Research
CMF (Canadian Mesothelioma Foundation) 

education and Training Fund
Community interlink Fund
Concetta guglietti Most Wanted Fund for 

gynecological Cancer
Cure for lung Cancer Team Fund
Daniel alan sheehan Brain Tumour 

Research Fund
Daniel Roncari Prostate Cancer Research 

Fund
Daryl Rubinoff Fund
David and june anne Melnik Prostate 

Patient support Fund
David and Paula Butterfield Ovarian Cancer 

Database Fund
David and sharon aello skull Base Fund
David and sylvia Cape Breast Cancer 

Research Fund
David Cornfield Melanoma Research Fund
Derek Russell Fund for Clincal nursing 

Trials
Desmond and Pamela O’Rorke Drug 

Development Fund
Diane lanthier nursing Care Fund
Discovery Clinical Research Fund
Domenic Dell’elce Fund
Donald j. young Fund
Donati Family - st. Michael’s Majors Ovarian 

Cancer Fund
Dr. addleman Memorial lecture Fund
Dr. annie smith Bear Fund for Ovarian 

Cancer
Dr. B. zanke Oncology Research Fund
Dr. geoffrey R. Conway Chemotherapy Fund
Dr. j. Bacher golf Tournament Fund
Dr. jozef straus Fund
edie and eric yolles Cell Therapy Research 

Fund
egan head and neck Cancer Radiation Fund
elana Waldman Fund
elizabeth M. Walter Patient education Fund
elsa and Ted stringer Fund
erin Belman Fund
estelle Craig Family Fund
eva schutz Fund for Breast Cancer Research
eve Corrigan Cancer Research Fund 

- leukemia
eve Corrigan Cancer Research Fund 

- Psychosocial
Familles Papineau & Dunlap Families 

leukemia Research Fund
Fidani Family Fund
Fire Fighters’ Cancer Research Fund
Frank a. Ragona Fund
Freed Family Fellowship Fund
Freed Family Fund

Friends for life Fund
Friuli Cancer Research academic exchange 

Program Fund
gadler, lam, Pellegrino Palliative Care Fund
gail gordon Oliver and Family Fund for 

Breast Cancer
The gary Bluestein Charitable Foundation 

Cell Therapy Fund
gattuso Rapid Diagnostic Centre Fund
general electric Canada inc. Fund
george a. Cohon Fund for Reconstructive 

surgery for Prostate Cancer
gerald and Paula kirsh Family Fund
gerald j. goldenberg Fund for Pancreatic 

Cancer Research
gerald M. soloway Prostate Cancer 

Research Fund
gerald siegel Fund for Pancreatic Cancer 

Research
gerry & nancy Pencer Brain Trust Fund
gerry Ruby Fund
gift of life Fund
gift of love (g.O.l.F.) Fund
giovanni and Concetta guglietti Family 

Cancer Fund
goldie Risenman Fund
gordon F. Mutch Research Fund for 

leukemia
gordon Tozer head and neck Cancer Bio-

Clinical anthology Fund
greenberg-Ritchie Fund
greenpark Blood Transfusion unit Fund
gucciardi Family Fund for Cell Therapy
harley ulster and Cindy leder Multiple 

Myeloma Research Fund
harold niman Prostate Research Fund
harry littler Cancer Research Fund
hatch Family Fund
haynes Connell Foundation Breast Cancer 

Fund
healing journey Program Fund
helen and irving Davis Fund
hertz Fund for Disorders of vestibular 

Function
hibiscus Fund for hope
hillary Firestone Ovarian Cancer Research 

Fund
ian and anne Devine Fund
ian lawson van Toch Cancer informatics 

Fund
ida Rubinoff Patient support Fund
ilario Caranci leukemia Research Fund
imperial Oil Foundation Mesothelioma 

Research Fund
isabel koffman Fund for Pancreatic Cancer 

Research
issie’s Quest for Ovarian Cancer Research 

Fund
j. David and jan Crichton Fund
jack and esther Cole and Family Prostate 

Centre Fund
jack and Rose Wine leukemia Research 

Fund
jack Cole Prostate Centre Fund
jack elie Memorial Tournament Fund
jack Weinbaum Prostate Prevention Fund
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james kinnear Fund
janet Rosen Fund
jennifer evanshen Fund
jesse and julie Rasch Foundation Fund
jim Chamberlain sarcoma Research Fund
joan and Weldon levine and Family Fund for 

Myeloma Research
joe’s Team Fund for Translational Research
john and nina Cassils Fund
john Finlay Oncology Fund
john Fortney Party Fund
john l. hickey Fund
john steinberg Fund
joseph h.M. Wood Chemotherapy Research 

Fund
journey to heal Fund
june anne and David Melnik Breast Cancer 

Research Fund
karen Morton Fund
The kelly silverstein Fellowship Fund
larry haughton Pancreatic Cancer Research 

Fund
laugh lines Fund
laura kathleen gray Research Fund
The laura s. Rocca Fund
lee greenspoon gastrointestinal Cancer 

Research Fund
levelling the Playing Field Fund
libby and Michael goldgrub gynecological 

Cancer Research Fund
lily silver Magic Castle Fund
linda and Marvin Barnett Fund
lisa Coristine Brave heart Fund
lisbeth Moore leukemia Fund
The lo Family Fund for leukemia Research
lousie khalatbari nozari Fund
lucky Power Memorial Fund
lusi Wong lung Cancer early Detection 

Research Fund
lynne kagan Fund
The lyon share Contribution Fund
MacFeeters Family Fund
Maria De souza knowledge Transfer Centre 

for Oncology nursing at PMh
Marie Thompson Fund
Marilyn Barker Paulson Fund for Children 

with Brain Cancer
Marilyn green Melanoma Research Fund
Marilyn Ricci Cancer Pain Control Fund
Marilyn van stone Foundation Fund
Marvin and linda Barnett leukemia Fund
Mary hooey education Fund
Master insulators association of Ontario inc. 

Fund
Max Tanenbaum garden Fund
Max Tanenbaum sculpture garden Fund
McCain Fund
McDermott Patient education Fund
Menkes Family innovation Fund in Thoracic 

surgical Oncology
Merck nDD Fellowship Fund
Michael albert garron Fund
Michael j. Dickinson endoscopic equipment 

Fund
Michael kamin hart Fund for nursing 

excellence
Michael Ryan leal Fund
Michael Wise Memorial Fund
The Michele Temple Melanoma Research 

Fund

Mona garbuz Memorial Fund for Melanoma 
Research

Motorcycle Ride for DaD Fund
MPD Research Fund
Muzzo Family Minimally invasive surgical 

Oncology Program Fund
Muzzo Family Robotics Program Fund
nadi Meir Fund
nathan and sara goldlist and Family Fund
national Pancreatic Cancer Canada 

Foundation Fund
The nicole nardi Fund
nora Rudnick Ovarian Cancer Research Fund
Palliative Pacers Fund
Pamela Mary hosang Ovarian Cancer 

Research Fund
Paolo ardizzi Bone Marrow Transplant Fund
Pat nichols and Bob Tundermann Cancer 

Care Fund
Patricia j. Myhal Pancreatic Cancer 

Research Fund
Patrick avison Memorial Fund
Patrick hodgson Family Research Fund
Patrick Moore leukemia Research Fund
Paul and Rhonda krandel Fund
Paul Finger Fund for Ocular Oncology 

Bioinformatics
Pearl Banks Fellowship in Melanoma 

Research and Patient Care Fund
Pencer Centre PFaC Fund
Penny Benjamin Fund for Caregiver Relief
Petersen/ Turofsky head and neck 

supportive Care Fund
The Philip lavorgna life Over lymphoma 

Fund
Philip Mincer Fund
Philip Orsino Cell Therapy Translational 

Research Fund
Phyllis hantho Breast Cancer Research 

Fund
PMh/uBC Cancer joint venture early 

Detection of Ovarian Cancer Research 
Fund

Pollen/Reinholdt Fund for Cancer Research
Posluns Family Fund
Project Cure Paola’s Fund
Pusateri’s adult after Care Fund
R. M. saggar Fund
Race against Cancer Fund
The RaCh Fund
Ralph Fisher Fund
Rebecca’s hope leukemia Research Fund

Richard Wookey Prostate Cancer Research 
Fund

Ride for DaD Fund
Robert Buckman Fund
Robert elliott and Paul Wilson Pancreatic 

Cancer Research Fund
Robert v. Brady award Fund
Roche Fellowship in Drug Development
Roche Melanoma Pathology Fellow Fund
Ronald Buick symposium Fund
Ronald Dunn and ingrid gadsden Fund for 

the Benefit of nurses on 14a
Ronna Winkler non-hodgkins lymphoma 

Research Fund
RsM Richter Breast Cancer Research Fund
sam sniderman and janet Mays Ovarian 

Cancer Fund
samuel Family Foundation CT/PeT Centre 

Research Fund
samuel Manu-Tech inc. Fund
sandra Foyston Patient education Fund
sara Ferlito Fund
seroussi Foundation Fund
shirley auslander Peace angel Fund
shoppers Drug Mart Women’s Cancers 

Research Fund
slavens Family Fund
spin 180 Ovarian Cancer Research Fund
spring Fund in honour of Frank and Brenda 

spring
stella Ruth Feitelson Patient education Fund
stephen Duviner Pancreatic Cancer 

Research Fund
steven hoffman Fellowship in Molecular 

genomics expendable Fund
sue Bristow leukemia Fund
suncor/sunoco gynecologic Oncology Fund
susan grange advanced simulation 

Program Fund
Tara Fund
Taylor Family Patient education Fund
Tito and Maria sansalone Fund
Toronto Downtown immediate Breast 

Reconstruction Program Fund
Toronto Fashion show Fund
The Turack Family Fund
vera Frantisak Fund
Wallace and Margaret McCain Fund
Wharton Fund for head and neck Cancer 

Research
yasmin Bhaluani Ovarian Cancer Fund
The zoe springer Memorial Fund

THanK You ISSIE PElC!

Issie’s Quest was to run 6o marathons by the time 
he was 60…which might not strike you as impressive 
until you understand that he didn’t run his first 
marathon until he was almost 50!  While pursuing  
his Quest, his life was significantly impacted by 
cancer.  He lost his beloved wife, Shelley, to ovarian 
cancer, and he has battled lymphoma.  By publicizing 
his Quest and adding a fundraising component, 
Issie has raised awareness of the critical importance 
of cancer research, and he has raised over $100,000.
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abate Radiation Therapy Prize Fund
abraham, ethel and jackie Richmond 

Research Fund
adele e.g. Curry Research Fund
al hertz Family Foundation Fund
albert edward Rostern Mesothelioma 

Research Fund
ann Rom Research Fund
asaro Family lymphoma Fellowship Fund
ask ethel Fund
Barbara sharpless Breast Cancer Research 

Fund
Barrick gold Corporation Prostate Research 

Fund
Bartley Bull Clinical Research Fund
Beatty Biological Research Fund
Bergsagel visiting Professorship Fund
Bierstock Family lectureship in Prostate 

Cancer
The Brian steck leukemia Research Fund
Bulhoes head and neck Fund
C. victor secrett Research Fund
Carolyn Budovitch Brain Tumour Research 

endowment Fund
Catherine M. Wanless Research Fund
Charles krowitz endowment Fund for 

Burkitt’s lymphoma Research
Cohen and Morrison Pathology Research 

Fund
Dalia Mckiee endowment Fund
Deirdre Clement Research Fund
Dong luong huynh Research Fund
Donna steinberg lung Cancer Research 

Fund
Dorothy gordon Buck endowment Fund
Douglas Bryce education and Research Fund
Dr. Clifford ash lecture Fund
Dr. jane Poulson Breast Cancer Research 

Fund
Dr. joseph neil Monteith Dunsmore Fund
Drs. vera Peters & R.s. Bush lectureship in 

Radiation Oncology Fund
e.a. McCulloch lectureship Fund
eckler Research endowment Fund
edie and eric yolles Research Fund
edith kirchmann Fellowship Fund
edward e. Wise Research Fund
edward Futerman leukemia Research Fund
eleanor and Burnett Thall Research Fund
elizabeth Duke Research Fund
elizabeth M. Francis Fund
elma Pearl Pinder Research Fund
enid hildebrand Cancer Research Fund
ernest a. and evelyn C. Byworth Trust for 

Research Fund
Fielding Family Research Fund
Florence Winberg endowment Fund
Freda ariella Muscovitch Ovarian Cancer 

Research Fund
Fritz spiess Research award Fund
gail eisen Pancreatic Cancer Research Fund
george and kathleen vice Research Fund
george knudson Memorial Fellowship Fund
gerald and sheila hatch Fellowship Fund
The gerald kirsh humanitarian award Fund
gerry and nancy Pencer Brain Tumor Centre 

endowment Fund

gibson Clinical Research Fund
girling/Maclellan Research Fund
gladys M. Davis Patient services Fund
glenn and Marilyn hunnings Fund in 

haemopoiesis/lymphopoiesis Research
guthrie Family Fund
gwendolyn h. Riding Research Fund
harley ulster and Cindy leder Multiple 

Myeloma Fund
harold e. johns Research Prize Fund
harold e. yeo Research Fund
harry and eleanor O’neill Research Fund
helen M. Cooke Professorship Fund
helen v. Crawford Research Fund
helena lam Fellowship in Cancer Research 

Fund
honourable Willard z. estey Fund
hubert B. sceats Research Fund
ian Tannock Fellowship Fund
jane and Peter eby Fund
jCB grant Cancer Research Fund
jean e. McCulloch Research Fund
jean e. smith Research Fund
jeremy a. Oliver Palliative Care endowment 

Fund
joanna lai Fund
john and esther loewen Family Fund
john l. hickey endowment Fund
john Purkis Fund for lung Cancer Research
john Russell koshan hibiscus Fund for hope
joseph lorne garvin Research Fund
joseph Robert Russell Research Fund
junior league of Toronto Pediatric Radiation 

Fund
katharine s. Mcleod Research Fund
khurshed sanjana Multiple Myeloma 

Research Fund
lee k. and Margaret lau Breast Cancer 

Research Fund
leslie zeev Mozes Fund
lyndsay, joey and sam lyons Fund
lynn king Palliative Care Fund
M. ann MacMillan Research Fund
Margaret Mary vivian endowment Fund
Margaret Pollard Research Fund
Marion h. McRobert Research Fund
Mary C. Conway Research Fund
Mary Pawlyk Fund for Research into 

genitourinary Malignancies
Mary Pawlyk Fund for Research into lung 

Cancer
Max Tanenbaum Music Program Fund
McDowell-silcox Family Research Fund
Melissa ann katzman Cancer Research 

Fund
Michael v. and Wanda Plachta Fellowship 

Fund
Mildred eady Research Fund
Mildred goldberg Fellowship Fund
Mindy kirsh endowment Fund
Monica Wright Roberts national Breast 

Cancer endowment Fund
Morris and Marcia kwinter Fund
Morrissey-Copping Palliative Care 

endowment Fund
n. B. keevil Fellowship in Translational 

Research Fund

nizar and gulzar kanji Fund
norman latowsky leukemia Fund
Oberlander Fellowship in lung Cancer 

Research
Pak heng Chu Research Fund
Paola Colozza Fund for Drug Discovery
Pearl Banks Family endowment in 

Melanoma Research and Patient Care 
Fund

Pencer Centre Patient and Family advisory 
Committee Fund

Philip and Terry Browman Ovarian Cancer 
Research Fund

Philip lavorgna life Over lymphoma 
endowment Fund

Philip Torno Cancer Research endowment 
Fund

Philippa harris annual lecture Fund
Phyllis hantho Breast Cancer Fund
Phyllis smith nursing education Fund
The Rabbi joseph and Doris kanner Fund
Reid-Weston Family leukemia Research 

Fund
Richard h. grimm lectureship in head & 

neck Oncology Fund
Robert and Maggie Bras and Family new 

Drug Development Program
Robert g. Matthews Cancer Research and 

education Fund
Robert visagie Bone Marrow Transplant 

Fund
Roy arthur Fawcett Cancer Research Fund
Ryder MacDougall Family Fund
shawn’s Miracle Fund
shiraz Bagli Memorial Fund for Basic 

Research in Ovarian Cancer
shirley Mak Breast Cancer Research Fund
spooner Family endowment Fund
steven hoffman Fellowship in Molecular 

genomics Fund
susan e. Crerar Ovarian Cancer early 

Detection Fund
sylvia and louis lockshin Patient education 

Program Fund
sylvia jaychuk Pancreatic Cancer Research 

Fund
TD Fund for Medical Discovery
Teddy Orenstein Research Fund
Tehmi Boman shroff Fund in Multiple 

Myeloma Research
Terry Watson Research Fund
Tony Pennella Fund
val Trypuc sarcoma Research Fund
valerie Dickson Fund
vera McDermott Patient education Fund
W.j. Collins and j.a. Mcnab Research Fund
Walter B. Pape Fund

*Westaway Chair in Ovarian Cancer Research
Wharton lectureship in head and neck 

Cancer Fund
William and Dorothy Drevnig and Family 

Ovarian Cancer Research Fund

*fundraising efforts still in progress.

naMeD enDOWeD FunDs
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ReseaRCh ChaiRs
An endowed Chair is the highest honour in academic life, prestigious for Chairholder and donor alike. 
The Princess Margaret Cancer Centre is committed to fostering academic excellence and each endowed Chair 
enhances our ability to attract and retain leading researchers, educators and trainees. Our Chairholders are 
recognized internationally for superior academic achievement, experience and success in teaching and research.

Chair  Chairholder

aMgen Chair in Cancer Research Dr. Robert Rottapel
Bartley-smith/Wharton Chair in Radiation Oncology Dr. Brian O’sullivan
Daniel e. Bergsagel Chair in Medical Oncology Dr. Malcolm Moore
Molly and David Bloom Chair in Multiple Myeloma Research Dr. Donna Reece
BMO Financial group Chair in Precision genomics  To be appointed
alan B. Brown Chair in Molecular genomics Dr. geoffrey liu
Ronald n. Buick Chair in Oncology Research Dr. Christopher Paige
Butterfield/Drew Chair in Breast Cancer survivorship Research Dr. Pamela Catton
M. Qasim Choksi Chair in lung Cancer Translational Research Dr. Ming Tsao
Richard h. Clark Chair in Cancer Medicine To be appointed
j. Douglas Crashley Chair in gynecologic Cancer Research Dr. joan Murphy
Dr. Mariano antonio elia Chair in head and neck Cancer Research Dr. Fei-Fei liu
anna-liisa Farquharson Chair in kidney Cancer Research Dr. Michael jewett
Orey and Mary Fidani Family Chair in Radiation Physics Dr. David jaffray
gattuso Chair in Breast surgical Oncology Dr. David McCready
Peter and shelagh godsoe Family Chair in Regenerative Radiation Medicine To be appointed
gullane Chair in Otolaryngology head & neck surgery Dr. Ralph gilbert
k. y. ho Chair in Prostate Cancer Research To be appointed
alan and susan hudson Chair in neuro-Oncology To be appointed
jCB grant Chair in Oncologic Pathology To be appointed
kirchmann Family Chair in neuro-Oncology Research Dr. Warren Mason
lee k. and Margaret lau Chair in Breast Cancer Research Dr. senthil Muthuswamy
harold and shirley lederman Chair in Psychosocial Oncology and Palliative Care Dr. gary Rodin
love Chair in Prostate Cancer Prevention Research Dr. neil Fleshner
The addie Macnaughton Chair in Thoracic Radiation Oncology Dr. andrea Bezjak
Philip s. Orsino Chair in leukemia Research Dr. Mark Minden
Osi Pharmaceuticals Foundation Chair in Cancer new Drug Development Dr. natasha leighl
RBC Chair in nursing Oncology, Research and education Dr. Doris howell
kevin and sandra sullivan Chair in surgical Oncology Dr. jonathan irish
joey and Toby Tanenbaum/Brazilian Ball Chair in Prostate Cancer Research Dr. gang zheng
scott Taylor Chair in lung Cancer Research Dr. Frances shepherd
Weekend to end Breast Cancer Chair in Breast Cancer Research Dr. Tak Mak
Robert e. Wharton Chair in head and neck surgery Dr. Patrick gullane
Robert e. Wharton Chair in Reconstructive Plastic surgery Dr. stefan hofer

Princess Margaret Cancer Centre-held Chairs at University Health Network

The gloria and seymour epstein Chair in Cell Therapy and Transplantation Dr. armand keating
The Fleck/Tanenbaum Chair in Prostatic Diseases Dr. john Trachtenberg 
The scotiabank Research Chair To be appointed
j. gerald scott/David g. Whitmore Chair in hematology and gene Therapy Research To be appointed
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hOnOuR ROll
DR. MICHAEL BAKER

Queen Elizabeth II Diamond Jubilee Medal

DR. SHEREEN EzzAT

2012 Robert Volpe Distinguished Service Award
Canadian society of endocrinology and Metabolism

DR. BRENDA GALLIE

Lifetime Achievement Award
Canadian Ophthalmology society

DR. MARY GOSPODAROWICz

Lifetime Achievement Award
european society of Radiotherapy and Oncology

2013 Janeway Medal
american Radium society

DR. TAK MAK

Fellow, American Association for Cancer Research

DR. MALCOLM MOORE

President-Elect
international society of gastrointestinal Oncology

DR. AARON SCHIMMER

Young Investigator Award
Canadian Cancer society 

DR. FRANCES SHEPHERD

Whiteman Award 
Royal College of Physicians and surgeons of Canada

Queen Elizabeth II Diamond Jubilee Medal

DR. IAN TANNOCK

2012 ESMO Award
european society for Medical Oncology

DR. BRIAN WILSON

Michael S. Feld Biophotonics Award
The Optical society

new leader for 
radiation medicine 
program

Dr. Fei-Fei Liu is the new  
Head of the Radiation Medicine 
Program for Princess Margaret 
Cancer Centre. Dr. Liu 
obtained her fellowships in 
internal medicine and radiation 
oncology at the University of 
Toronto. She then completed 
a fellowship at Stanford 
University Medical Center.  
She has held the Dr. Mariano 
Antonio Elia Chair in Head and Neck 
Cancer Research since 2001, and 
is a member of the Advisory 
Committee on Research for 
the Canadian Cancer Society 
Research Institute. 

Dr. Liu has been a clinician-
scientist throughout her career 
and has had a long-term interest 
in promoting creative training 
environments. Her research 
runs the full spectrum from 
basic science to translational 
studies, and several patents have 
been filed based on discoveries 
emanating from her laboratory. 
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The accompanying financial statements of The Princess Margaret Cancer Foundation were 
prepared by management in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.

Management is responsible for the integrity and objectivity of the financial statements and has 
established systems of internal control which are designed to provide reasonable assurance that 
assets are safeguarded from loss or unauthorized use and to produce reliable accounting records 
for the preparation of financial information.

The Board of Directors is responsible for ensuring that management fulfills its responsibility 
for financial reporting and internal control. The Board exercises its responsibilities through 
the Investment Committee, composed of members of the Board, who meet regularly with 
representatives of management and with the external investment managers and consultants, to 
monitor the performance of the investment portfolio. The Audit & Accountability Committee 
comprised of members of the Board and the community, meets regularly with management to 
monitor the financial activity of the Foundation together with the functioning of the accounting 
and control systems. This Committee also meets with management and the external auditors to 
review the results of the auditing activity.

The external auditors have conducted an independent audit, in accordance with generally 
accepted standards, and have expressed their opinions on the financial statements. Their report 
outlines the nature of their audit and their opinion on the fairness of the financial statements 
of The Princess Margaret Cancer Foundation and the accounting principles followed in 
management’s preparation thereof.

FinanCials
march 31, 2013

Paul Alofs
President & CeO

Stephen Bear 
Chair, Board of Directors

Glenn Ives, fCA
Chair, audit & accountability 
Committee

Asha Raheja, CMA
Treasurer
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Toronto, Canada,
June 26, 2013.

Chartered Accountants
Licensed Public Accountants

To the Members of
The Princess Margaret Cancer Foundation

REPORT ON THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

We have audited the accompanying financial statements of The Princess Margaret Cancer Foundation which 
comprise the balance sheets as at March 31, 2013 and 2012, and April 1, 2011 and the statements of revenue, 
expenses and changes in fund balances and cash flows for the years ended March 31, 2013 and 2012, and a 
summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory information.

Management’s responsibility for the financial statements

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in accordance 
with Canadian accounting standards for not-for-profit organizations, and for such internal control as management 
determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, 
whether due to fraud or error.

Auditors’ responsibility

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits. We conducted 
our audits in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards require that we 
comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform the audits to obtain reasonable assurance about whether 
the financial statements are free from material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial 
statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditors’ judgment, including the assessment of the risks of 
material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, 
the auditors consider internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the financial 
statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of 
expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the 
appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by management, 
as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained in our audits is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis 
for our audit opinion.

Opinion

In our opinion, the financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of The Princess 
Margaret Cancer Foundation as at March 31, 2013 and 2012 and April 1, 2011, and the results of its operations and 
its cash flows for the years ended March 31, 2013 and 2012 in accordance with Canadian accounting standards for 
not-for-profit organizations.

REPORT ON OTHER LEGAL AND REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS

As required by the Canada Corporations Act, we report that, in our opinion, Canadian accounting standards for 
not-for-profit organizations have been applied on a basis consistent with that of the preceding year.

INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT
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The Princess Margaret Cancer Foundation 
Incorporated under the laws of Canada 
 
 

BALANCE SHEETS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 March 31, March 31, April 1, 
 2013 2012 2011 
 $ [000's] $ [000's] $ 
 
ASSETS 
Cash and cash equivalents [note 3] 67,640 54,541 52,598 
Accounts receivable 842 2,364 2,229 
Investments, at market [note 4] 374,649 342,193 310,749 
Other assets [note 5] 3,622 4,034 2,760 
 446,753 403,132 368,336 
 
LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES 
Liabilities 
Due to University Health Network [note 13[f]] 25,432 27,068 19,962 
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities 3,131 3,074 3,024 
Deferred revenue [note 10] 22,224  24,570 21,675 
Total liabilities 50,787 54,712 44,661 
Commitments [note 4[c]] 
 
Fund balances 
General Fund 10,351 10,032 10,135 
Restricted Fund [note 6] 264,128 226,974 195,839 
Endowment Fund [note 7] 121,487 111,414 117,701 
Total fund balances 395,966 348,420 323,675 
 446,753 403,132  368,336 
 
See accompanying notes 
 
On behalf of the Board: 
 
 
 
 
 Director Director 
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The Princess Margaret Cancer Foundation 
 
 

STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS 
 
 
Years ended March 31 
 
 
 
 
 2013 2012 
 $ [000's] $ 
 
OPERATING ACTIVITIES 
Excess of revenue over expenses for the year 47,546  24,745 
Items not involving cash 

Amortization of capital assets 95 84 
Accrued income on investments 143 (582) 
Unrealized gain on investments (10,280) (1,138) 

Net change in non-cash balances related to operations 
Accounts receivable 1,522 (135) 
Other assets 353  (1,285) 
Due to University Health Network (1,636) 7,106 
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities 57 50 
Deferred revenue (2,346)  2,895 

Cash provided by operating activities 35,454 31,740 
 
INVESTING ACTIVITIES 
Investment income reinvested  (22,319) (12,724) 
Contributions to externally managed investments — (17,000) 
Additions to capital assets (36) (73) 
Cash used in investing activities (22,355) (29,797) 
 
Net increase in cash and cash equivalents  
 during the year 13,099 1,943 
Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of year 54,541 52,598 
Cash and cash equivalents, end of year 67,640 54,541 
 
See accompanying notes 



The Princess Margaret Cancer Foundation

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
[in thousands]

March 31, 2013

1. PURPOSE OF THE ORGANIZATION

The Princess Margaret Cancer Foundation [the “Foundation”] is incorporated under the Canada Corporations Act. 
The Foundation was established to solicit, receive and maintain funds and to apply these funds to improve and 
enhance cancer research, professional education and patient care activities provided by The Ontario Cancer Institute 
and The Princess Margaret Cancer Centre, which are part of the University Health Network [“UHN”].

The Foundation is a public foundation registered under the Income Tax Act (Canada) [the “Act”] and, as such, is 
exempt from income taxes and able to issue donation receipts for income tax purposes, under Registration Number 
88900 7597 RR 0001.

2. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

These financial statements are prepared in accordance with Part III of the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants’ 
[“CICA”] Handbook – Accounting Standards for Not-for-Profit Organizations, which sets out generally accepted 
accounting principles for not-for-profit organizations in Canada and includes the significant accounting policies 
summarized below.

These financial statements are the first financial statements that the Foundation has prepared in accordance with 
Part III of the CICA Handbook – Accounting, which constitutes generally accepted accounting principles for not-
for-profit organizations in Canada [“GAAP”]. The changes in opening fund balances and impact of first-time 
adoption of accounting standards for not-forprofit organizations is described in note 16.

Fund accounting

In order to ensure observance of the limitations and restrictions placed on the use of resources available to the 
Foundation, the accounts of the Foundation are maintained in accordance with the principles of fund accounting. 
Accordingly, resources are classified for accounting and reporting purposes into funds. These funds are held in 
accordance with the objectives specified by the donors or in accordance with directives issued by the Board of 
Directors [the “Board”]. Transfers between the funds are made when it is considered appropriate and authorized by 
the Board. To meet these objectives of financial reporting and stewardship over assets, certain interfund transfers 
are necessary to ensure the appropriate allocation of assets and liabilities to the respective funds. These interfund 
transfers are recorded in the statements of revenue, expenses and changes in fund balances.

For financial reporting purposes, the accounts have been classified into the following funds:

[a] General Fund

The General Fund accounts for the Foundation’s general fundraising, granting and administrative activities. The 
General Fund reports unrestricted resources available for immediate purposes.

[b] Restricted Fund

The Restricted Fund includes those funds where resources are to be used for an identified purpose as specified by 
the donor, as stipulated by the fundraising appeal or as determined by the Board.

[c] Endowment Fund

The Endowment Fund includes those funds where either donor or internal restrictions require that the principal be 
invested by the Foundation in perpetuity.
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Investments

Investments reported at fair value consist of equity instruments that are quoted in an active market as well as 
investments in pooled funds and any investments in fixed income securities that the Foundation designates upon 
purchase to be measured at fair value. Transaction costs are recognized in the statements of revenues, expenses and 
changes in fund balances in the period during which they are incurred.

Investments in fixed income securities not designated to be measured at fair value are initially recorded at fair value 
plus transaction costs and are subsequently measured at amortized cost using the straight-line method, less any 
provision for impairment.

All transactions are recorded on a trade date basis.

Derivative financial instruments are marked to market, with gains and losses recognized in the statements of 
revenues, expenses and changes in fund balances in the year in which the changes in market value occur.

Other financial instruments, including accounts receivable and accounts payable, are recorded at fair value and are 
subsequently measured at cost, net of any provisions for impairment.

Foreign currency translation

Revenue and expenses denominated in foreign currencies are translated into Canadian dollars at the transaction 
date. Investments and other monetary items denominated in foreign currencies are translated at the year-end rate. 
Translation gains and losses are included in the statements of revenue, expenses and changes in fund balances.

Revenue recognition

The Foundation follows the restricted fund method of accounting for contributions, which include bequests and 
other donations. Bequests are recognized when received or receivable if the amount to be received can be reasonably 
estimated and collection is reasonably assured. Other donations are recorded when received since pledges are not 
legally enforceable claims. Unrestricted contributions are recognized as revenue in the General Fund when initially 
recorded in the accounts. Externally restricted contributions, except endowment contributions, are recognized as 
revenue in the Expendable Restricted Fund when initially recorded in the accounts. Externally restricted endowment 
contributions are recognized as revenue in the Endowment Fund when initially recorded in the accounts.

Investment income (loss) consists of interest, dividends, income distributions from pooled funds, and realized and 
unrealized gains and losses. Investment income earned on the Endowment Fund or Expendable Restricted Fund 
resources that must be spent on donor-restricted activities is recognized as revenue of the Expendable Restricted 
Fund. Investment income subject to donor restrictions stipulating that it be added to the endowment is recognized 
as revenue of the Endowment Fund. Unrestricted investment income earned on Endowment Fund, Expendable 
Restricted Fund and General Fund resources is recognized as revenue of the General Fund. Investment losses are 
allocated in a manner consistent with investment income.

Lottery revenue is recognized in the fiscal year in which the final draw takes place. Revenue in connection with 
events, other than donations, is recorded when earned. Donations received related to an event are recorded consistent 
with the recognition of donation revenue.

Grant recognition

Grants are recognized when approved and the recipient has met all conditions.

Contributed goods and services

Contributed capital assets that are transferred to UHN are recognized at their fair market value in the financial 
statements. Other contributed goods and services are not recognized.
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The Princess Margaret Cancer Foundation 
 
 

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
[in thousands] 

 
 
March 31, 2013 
 
 
 
 

 5

3. CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS 
 
Cash and cash equivalents consist primarily of amounts held for the General and Restricted Funds 
and net funds received in advance related to lotteries and events to be held during the next fiscal 
year. 
 
4. INVESTMENTS 
 
[a] Investments, all of which are recorded at fair value, consist of the following: 

 
 March 31, March 31, April 1, 
 2013 2012 2011 
 $ $  $ 
 
Equities 

Canadian 12,950 13,067 16,435 
US and other foreign 74,820 64,114 64,997 

 87,770 77,181 81,432 
Cash 4,815 1,405 6,568 
Short-term investments 4,381 3,850 3,335 
Bonds 243,619 226,379 190,584 
Alternative investments 35,367 31,288 26,067 
Forward foreign exchange contract  
 [notes 4[d] and [e]] (1,303) 2,090 2,763 
 374,649 342,193 310,749 
 
Alternative investments include investments in hedge funds and private capital.  The amounts 
invested in pooled funds have been allocated among the asset classes, based on the asset 
classes held by the pooled funds. 
 

  

Allocation of expenses

Direct fundraising and lottery expenses represent expenses and costs of any personnel that are directly related to these 
activities. No costs of personnel in general fundraising or other general fundraising and administrative expenses are 
included in these balances. General fundraising and administrative expenses are allocated to the Restricted Fund as a 
percentage of net revenue on special events and a fixed amount determined by the Board for strategic events.

Cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents consist of cash deposits and short-term investments with an original term to maturity 
less than 90 days or able to be cashed on demand. Cash and investments meeting the definition of cash and cash 
equivalents that are held for investing rather than liquidity purposes are classified as investments.

Capital assets

Purchased capital assets are recorded at cost. Donated capital assets are recorded at fair value at the date of contribution.
Amortization is provided on a straight-line basis over the estimated useful lives of the assets as follows:

Office equipment  10 years
Computer hardware  3 years

3. CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

Cash and cash equivalents consist primarily of amounts held for the General and Restricted Funds and net funds 
received in advance related to lotteries and events to be held during the next fiscal year.

4. INVESTMENTS

[a] Investments, all of which are recorded at fair value, consist of the following:
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[b]  Investments are managed as two pools:

•  Investments related to the Endowment Fund are invested as follows: equities - 69% [2012 - 67%; 2011 - 
68%], cash and short-term investments - 4% [2012 - nil; 2011 - 5%], bonds - 2% [2012 - 7%; 2011 - 6%], 
and alternative investments - 25% [2012 - 26%; 2011 - 21%].

•  Investments related to the General and Restricted Funds are substantially invested in short-term investments 
and bonds. The fixed income securities in the general and restricted portfolio had a weighted average yield 
of 3.7% [2012 - 4.2%; 2011 - 5.0%] and an average term to maturity of 8 years [2012 - 9.1 years; 2011 - 8.6 
years].

[c]  The Foundation has outstanding commitments to invest $11,444 [2012 - $7,168; 2011 - $10,900] in private 
capital over the next three to five years.

[d] In order to manage foreign currency exposure, the Foundation has entered into a number of forward foreign 
exchange contracts with a US bank. There are three contracts, maturing on April 3, 2013. One contract allows 
the sale of US$5,700 at an exchange rate of 1.0174. The second contract allows the sale of US$48,300 at an 
exchange rate of 0.9871. The third contract allows the purchase of US$53,476 at an exchange rate of 1.0259. 
Another contract maturing on July 3, 2013 allows the sale of US$54,600 at an exchange rate of 1.0275. The fair 
market value of this contract as at March 31, 2013 is a loss of $1,393 [2012 - $2,090; 2011 - $2,763].

[e] The Foundation has also entered into two forward foreign exchange contracts with a Canadian bank. One ontract, 
maturing June 18, 2013, allows the sale of AUD$405 at an exchange rate of 1.0570. The second contract, 
maturing June 20, 2013 allows the sale of US$10,331 at an exchange rate of 1.0267. The fair market value of 
this contract as at March 31, 2013 is a gain of $90.
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5. OTHER ASSETS 
 
Other assets consist of the following: 
 
 March 31, March 31, April 1, 
 2013 2012 2011 
 $ $  $ 
 
Prepaid expenses related to future events     

Weekend to End Women's Cancers [note 10[b] 69 65 45 
Ride to Conquer Cancer [note 10[c]] 211 114 93 
Other  71 162 14 

Prepaid expenses related to future lotteries [note 10[d]] 3,223 3,586 2,490 
Other 48 107 118 
 3,622 4,034 2,760 
 
6. RESTRICTED FUND 
 
The Restricted Fund consists of funds available for spending for priorities in progress at The 
Ontario Cancer Institute and The Princess Margaret Cancer Centre that are restricted by donors or 
the Board for the following purposes: 
 
 March 31, March 31, April 1, 
 2013 2012 2011 
 $ $  $ 
 
Donor-restricted balances 
Restricted for research, patient care and  

other purposes 188,764 168,574 148,298 
Restricted for purchase of capital assets 29,996 26,285 27,597 
 218,760  194,859  175,895 
 
Internally imposed restrictions 
Restricted for research, patient care and  

other purposes 20,368  12,695 3,444  
Special reserve 25,000 19,420 16,500 
 45,368  32,115  19,944 
 264,128  226,974  195,839 
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6. RESTRICTED FUND 
 
The Restricted Fund consists of funds available for spending for priorities in progress at The 
Ontario Cancer Institute and The Princess Margaret Cancer Centre that are restricted by donors or 
the Board for the following purposes: 
 
 March 31, March 31, April 1, 
 2013 2012 2011 
 $ $  $ 
 
Donor-restricted balances 
Restricted for research, patient care and  

other purposes 188,764 168,574 148,298 
Restricted for purchase of capital assets 29,996 26,285 27,597 
 218,760  194,859  175,895 
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7. ENDOWMENT FUND 
 
The Endowment Fund consists of externally restricted contributions received by the Foundation 
where the endowment principal is required to be invested by the Foundation in perpetuity.  The 
Endowment Fund also includes internal resources transferred by the Board to the Endowment 
Fund, with the intention that the principal be invested in perpetuity.  The investment income 
generated from assets held for endowment purposes must be used in accordance with the various 
purposes established by the donors or the Board. 
 
Major categories of restrictions on fund balances are as follows: 
 
 March 31, March 31, April 1, 
 2013 2012 2011 
 $ $  $ 
 
Externally imposed endowments 
Endowments, the income from which must  

be used for research, patient care and  
other purposes  99,305 90,361 96,626 

 99,305 90,361 96,626 
 
Internally imposed endowments approved  

by the Board 
Funds restricted for research, patient care and  

other purposes 11,175 10,581 10,026 
Unrestricted funds 11,007 10,472 11,049 
 22,182 21,053 21,075 
 121,487 111,414 117,701 
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8. GROSS FUNDRAISING REVENUE 
 
Gross fundraising revenue consists of the following: 
 
  General Fund  Restricted Fund Endowment Fund 
 2013 2012 2013 2012 2013 2012 
 $ $ $ $ $ $ 
 
Annual programs 4,197 4,171 12,520 11,950 75 147 
Major gifts and bequests 4,749 1,771 33,492 31,190 1,218 1,298 
Weekend to End Women's  

Cancers [note 10[b]] — — 9,422 9,838 — — 
Ride to Conquer Cancer  

[note 10[c]] — — 20,238 19,781 — — 
 8,946 5,942 75,672 72,759 1,293 1,445 
 
9. ROYALTIES 
 
The Foundation has licensed the Ride to Conquer Cancer to other cancer charities across Canada 
to support their fundraising efforts. During fiscal 2013, the Ride to Conquer Cancer raised $46,922 
[2012 - $47,331] gross revenue nationally, including the Toronto event revenue.  This has resulted 
in $1,190 [2012 - $1,264] of royalty revenue, to be used for collaborative research projects, which 
has been included in the Ride to Conquer Cancer fundraising revenue [note 8]. 
 
10. EVENTS AND LOTTERIES 
 
[a] During the years ended March 31, 2013 and 2012, the Foundation held several events and 

lotteries, the details of which are set out below.  These financial statements are the first 
financial statements that the Foundation has prepared in accordance with Part III of the CICA 
Handbook – Accounting, which constitutes GAAP as described in note 16, which has changed 
the way revenues and expenses are recorded for events and lotteries.  GAAP requires that 
certain revenues and expenses related to these events and lotteries be recorded in a different 
year from when the event or lottery is held.   
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[b] During the years ended March 31, 2013 and 2012, the Foundation held a fundraising event, 
the Weekend to End Women's Cancers. 
 
The financial results of the event are as follows: 
 
 2013 2012 
 $  $ 
 
Gross revenue 9,422 9,838 
Direct expenses 3,949 3,846 
Net revenue 5,473 5,992 
 

[c] During the years ended March 31, 2013 and 2012, the Foundation held a fundraising event, 
the Ride to Conquer Cancer.  The financial results of the event are as follows: 
 
 2013 2012 
 $  $ 
 
Gross revenue 20,238 19,781 
Direct expenses 6,351 5,906 
Net revenue 13,887 13,875 
 

[d] During the years ended March 31, 2013 and 2012, the Foundation held two lotteries. The 
financial results of the lotteries are as follows: 
 
 2013 2012 
 $  $ 
 
Gross revenue 58,193 56,778 
Direct expenses, including prizes 38,823 39,549 
Net revenue 19,370 17,229 
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[b] During the years ended March 31, 2013 and 2012, the Foundation held a fundraising event, 
the Weekend to End Women's Cancers. 
 
The financial results of the event are as follows: 
 
 2013 2012 
 $  $ 
 
Gross revenue 9,422 9,838 
Direct expenses 3,949 3,846 
Net revenue 5,473 5,992 
 

[c] During the years ended March 31, 2013 and 2012, the Foundation held a fundraising event, 
the Ride to Conquer Cancer.  The financial results of the event are as follows: 
 
 2013 2012 
 $  $ 
 
Gross revenue 20,238 19,781 
Direct expenses 6,351 5,906 
Net revenue 13,887 13,875 
 

[d] During the years ended March 31, 2013 and 2012, the Foundation held two lotteries. The 
financial results of the lotteries are as follows: 
 
 2013 2012 
 $  $ 
 
Gross revenue 58,193 56,778 
Direct expenses, including prizes 38,823 39,549 
Net revenue 19,370 17,229 
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Prior to March 31, 2013, the Foundation committed to carrying out the spring 2013 
Princess Margaret Cancer Centre Home Lottery [the "Home Lottery"], which was held in May 
2013, and the Princess Margaret Cancer Centre Cash Calendar [the "Calendar Lottery"], 
which is being held in the month of June.  As at March 31, 2013, revenue of $21,643 [2012 - 
$24,044] received during the year ended March 31, 2013 associated with these lotteries has 
been deferred and recorded in the balance sheets.  Costs of $3,223 [2012 - $3,586] incurred 
during the year ended March 31, 2013 have been included in other assets in the balance 
sheets. 
 
The Foundation has two standby letters of credit [$12,772 expiring July 8, 2013 and $1,000 
expiring August 15, 2013] obtained in connection with the Home and Calendar Lotteries.  

 
11. INVESTMENT INCOME 
 
[a] Investment income earned on the Foundation's assets consists of the following: 

 
 2013 2012 
 $ $ 
 
Interest and dividends 13,284 11,886 
Realized gains 10,059 1,488 
Net change in unrealized gain on investments 10,280 1,138 
 33,623 14,512 
Less investment management and custodial fees 613 572 
 33,010 13,940 

 
[b] Investment income is allocated among the funds based on the Foundation's capital 

preservation and investment return policies.  The preservation of capital is recorded as 
revenue of the Endowment Fund for externally endowed funds.  For internally endowed 
funds, the preservation of capital is recorded as income of the General Fund and transferred to 
the Endowment Fund in the statements of revenue, expenses and changes in fund balances.  In 
any year, should net investment income not be sufficient to fund the amount required for 
spending, the amount that is to be made available for spending is funded by a transfer from 
the Endowment Fund. 
 
Currently, the income available for spending is set at 3.5% [2012 - 3.5%] of the market value 
of the Endowment Fund balances.  An additional 1% is recorded in the General Fund to cover 
administrative costs. 
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Investment income recorded in the Restricted Fund represents income earned on endowments 
where the donor has stipulated that the income must be used for restricted purposes or where 
there are agreements requiring income to be allocated to restricted funds. 
 

[c] Gains and losses arising from the sale of donated investments that fund specific endowed or 
restricted funds are recorded in these funds. 
 

[d] In 2013, investment income earned on investments held for endowments totalled $10,833, of 
which $5,762 was allocated for the preservation of capital.  Of this amount, $4,687 related to 
externally endowed funds was recorded as investment income of the Endowment Fund.  
Capital preservation of $1,075 related to Board endowed funds was recorded as investment 
income of the General Fund and then transferred to the Endowment Fund.  In 2013, the 
amount made available for spending of $3,200 related to externally endowed funds was 
recorded as income of the Restricted Fund.  The amount of $743 made available for spending 
related to internally endowed funds was recorded as investment income of the General Fund 
and then transferred to the Restricted Fund.  An amount of $1,126 was included in General 
Fund investment income related to the funds made available to cover administrative costs. 
 
In 2012, investments held for endowments incurred an investment loss of $4,649.  The loss of 
$3,820 related to externally endowed funds was recorded as a direct reduction in the 
Endowment Fund.  The loss of $829 related to internally endowed funds was recorded in the 
General Fund and an equal amount was transferred from the Endowment Fund to the General 
Fund to cover the loss. Because there was a loss, there was no investment income available 
for preservation of capital, to make an amount available for spending or to cover 
administrative costs.  The amount made available for spending of $3,923 was transferred from 
the Endowment Fund to the Restricted Fund and the amount available to cover administrative 
costs of $1,120 was transferred from the Endowment Fund to the General Fund. 
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12. INTERFUND TRANSFERS 
 
Transfers between funds consist of the following: 
 
 Endowment 
 General Fund  Restricted Fund  Fund  
 2013 2012 2013 2012 2013 2012 
 $ $ $ $ $ $ 
 
Board and donor approved  

re: fund restrictions (18,256) (14,194) 15,235 12,234 3,021 1,960 
Allocation of investment 

income in accordance 
with Board policy [note 11[d]] (1,818) 1,949 743 3,923 1,075 (5,872) 

 (20,074) (12,245) 15,978 16,157 4,096 (3,912) 
 
The transfers relate to internally imposed restrictions approved by the Board and changes in the 
designation of funds as directed by donors. 
 
13. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS 
 
[a] During the year, the Foundation funded the following projects carried out at The Ontario 

Cancer Institute and The Princess Margaret Cancer Centre and UHN: 
 

  General Fund  Restricted Fund Endowment Fund 
 2013 2012 2013 2012 2013 2012 

 $ $ $ $ $ $ 
 
Equipment — — 2,000 4,622 — — 
Research, education and  
 patient care — 3 57,866 51,829 — — 
Construction of centres 

within the hospital — — 4,913 7,030 — — 
 — 3 64,779 63,481 — — 
 

[b] UHN provides certain services to the Foundation and pays some expenses on behalf of the 
Foundation.  The Foundation reimburses UHN for all direct costs associated with services 
provided and expenses paid.  Administrative expenses include a charge of $25 [2012 - $25] 
paid to UHN for office space, service fees and use of furniture and equipment. 
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income in accordance 
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 (20,074) (12,245) 15,978 16,157 4,096 (3,912) 
 
The transfers relate to internally imposed restrictions approved by the Board and changes in the 
designation of funds as directed by donors. 
 
13. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS 
 
[a] During the year, the Foundation funded the following projects carried out at The Ontario 

Cancer Institute and The Princess Margaret Cancer Centre and UHN: 
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Construction of centres 

within the hospital — — 4,913 7,030 — — 
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[b] UHN provides certain services to the Foundation and pays some expenses on behalf of the 
Foundation.  The Foundation reimburses UHN for all direct costs associated with services 
provided and expenses paid.  Administrative expenses include a charge of $25 [2012 - $25] 
paid to UHN for office space, service fees and use of furniture and equipment. 

[d]  In 2013, investment income earned on investments held for endowments totalled $10,833, of which $5,762 
was allocated for the preservation of capital. Of this amount, $4,687 related to externally endowed funds 
was recorded as investment income of the Endowment Fund. Capital preservation of $1,075 related to Board 
endowed funds was recorded as investment income of the General Fund and then transferred to the Endowment 
Fund. In 2013, the amount made available for spending of $3,200 related to externally endowed funds was 
recorded as income of the Restricted Fund. The amount of $743 made available for spending related to 
internally endowed funds was recorded as investment income of the General Fund and then transferred to the 
Restricted Fund. An amount of $1,126 was included in General Fund investment income related to the funds 
made available to cover administrative costs.

 
 In 2012, investments held for endowments incurred an investment loss of $4,649. The loss of $3,820 related 

to externally endowed funds was recorded as a direct reduction in the Endowment Fund. The loss of $829 
related to internally endowed funds was recorded in the General Fund and an equal amount was transferred 
from the Endowment Fund to the General Fund to cover the loss. Because there was a loss, there was no 
investment income available for preservation of capital, to make an amount available for spending or to cover 
administrative costs. The amount made available for spending of $3,923 was transferred from the Endowment 
Fund to the Restricted Fund and the amount available to cover administrative costs of $1,120 was transferred 
from the Endowment Fund to the General Fund.
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[c] The Foundation pays certain common expenses on behalf of affiliated foundations and is 

reimbursed for these expenses.  In addition, the Foundation reimburses affiliated foundations 
for those common expenses incurred by these foundations on behalf of the Foundation. 
 

[d] Salaries, benefits and certain other expenses are paid by UHN and are reimbursed by the 
Foundation. 
 

[e] Fundraising includes $45 [2012 - $40] received from affiliated foundations in connection with 
a donation recorded by those foundations directed by the donor to the Foundation. 
 

[f] Amounts due to UHN are non-interest bearing and due on demand.   
 

[g] The Board of Directors of the Foundation includes two members, affiliated with a 
professional services firm which was independently retained by Foundation management, 
pursuant to a request for proposal process, to perform administration services for the lottery 
program and donation processing services for The Road Hockey to Conquer Cancer 
fundraising event for total fees of $1,475 [2012 - $1,510]. 

 
14. UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO GRADUATE STUDENT ENDOWMENT 
 
During 1997, the Foundation negotiated an agreement in which a grant of $3,300 from the 
Foundation to the University of Toronto [the "University"] was matched equally by the 
University and the Ontario Government through the Ontario Student Opportunity Trust Fund.  
This established a $9,900 endowment to be held by the University for the benefit of graduate 
students studying with University faculty members located at the The Ontario Cancer Institute and 
The Princess Margaret Cancer Centre facilities and engaged in cancer research. 
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The following financial results for the year ended April 30, 2013 were reported by the University 
to the Foundation: 
 
 Endowment Expendable 
 Fund Fund 
 $ $ 
 
Balance, at market value, April 30, 2012 9,877 1,106 
Investment gain 1,119 — 
Transfer to Expendable Fund (461) 461 
Student awards — (386) 
Balance, at market value, April 30, 2013 10,535 1,181 
 
15. FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS 
 
The Foundation is exposed to various financial risks through transactions in financial instruments. 
 
Currency risk 
 
The Foundation is exposed to foreign currency risk with respect to its investments denominated in 
foreign currencies, including the underlying investments of its pooled funds denominated in 
foreign currencies, because the fair value and future cash flows will fluctuate due to the changes in 
the relative value of foreign currencies against the Canadian dollar.  
 
Credit risk 
 
The Foundation is exposed to credit risk in connection with its short-term and fixed income 
investments because of the risk that one party to the financial instrument may cause a financial 
loss for the other party by failing to discharge an obligation.   
 
Interest rate risk 
 
The Foundation is exposed to interest rate risk with respect to its fixed rate debt and its 
investments in fixed income investments and a pooled fund that holds fixed income securities 
because the fair value will fluctuate due to changes in market interest rates.   
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The following financial results for the year ended April 30, 2013 were reported by the University 
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Other price risk 
 
The Foundation is exposed to other price risk through changes in market prices [other than 
changes arising from interest rate or currency risks] in connection with its investments in equity 
securities and pooled funds. 
 
16. FIRST-TIME ADOPTION OF ACCOUNTING STANDARDS FOR 

NOT-FOR-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS 
 
These financial statements are the first financial statements that the Foundation has prepared in 
accordance with Part III of the CICA Handbook – Accounting, which constitutes generally 
accepted accounting principles for not-for-profit organizations in Canada ["GAAP"].  In preparing 
its opening balance sheet as at April 1, 2011 [the "Transition Date"], the Foundation has applied 
CICA Handbook Section 1501, First-time Adoption for Not-for-Profit Organizations. 
 
The accounting policies that the Foundation has used in the preparation of its opening balance 
sheet have resulted in certain adjustments to balances that were presented in the balance sheet 
prepared in accordance with Part V of the CICA Handbook – Accounting ["Previous GAAP"].  
These adjustments were recorded directly to the Foundation's fund balances at the Transition Date 
using the transitional provisions set out in Section 1501 and are described below. 
 
Reconciliation 
 
The following table provides a reconciliation of fund balances as at April 1, 2011 and the excess 
of revenue over expenses for the year ended March 31, 2012, as presented under Previous GAAP 
with those computed under GAAP: 
 
 Excess of 
 revenue over Total fund 
 expenses for balance 
 the year ended as at 
 March 31, 2012  April 1, 2011 
 $ $ 
Excess of revenue over expenses and net assets, Previous GAAP 26,374 322,624 
 
Costs directly related to future events and lotteries [a] (1,476) (7,286) 
Recognition of revenue related to events [b] (153) 8,337 
Excess of revenue over expenses and net assets, GAAP 24,745 323,675 
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[a] Costs directly related to future events and lotteries 
 
Under Previous GAAP, costs directly related to the development of future events and lotteries 
were recognized as assets when the Foundation could demonstrate that there was future 
economic benefit associated with these costs.  These costs are now expensed when incurred. 
 

[b] Recognition of revenue related to events 
 
The Foundation previously deferred donation revenue received in connection with events to 
be held subsequent to year-end.  Donation revenue is now recorded when received.  Revenue 
in connection with events, other than donations, is recorded when earned. 
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56  2013 Report to Our Donors

The PRinCess MaRgaReT CanCeR FOunDaTiOn
statement of revenue, eXpenses anD changes In funD balances ($ thousanDs)

Notes

1 Direct fundraising expenses 
represent costs for logistics, 
marketing and other 
expenses directly related 
to fundraising activities 
including those for our 
major events such as The 
Enbridge Ride to Conquer Cancer, 
Shoppers Drug Mart Weekend to 
End Women’s Cancers and our 
Direct Marketing programs.

2  General fundraising and 
administrative expenses 
are the overhead costs 
associated with running the 
Foundation operations.

3  This chart is based on net 
fundraising revenues. 

year ended March 31  2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

gross fundraising revenue  72,804   70,530   75,368   80,146   85,911 
Direct fundraising expenses1 (15,241)  (12,308)  (13,274)  (14,853)  (16,799)

Net fundraising revenue  57,563   58,222   62,094   65,293   69,112 

Direct fundraising expenses / gross 20.9% 17.5% 17.6% 18.5% 19.6% 
   fundraising revenue

gross lottery revenue  56,897   50,206   52,210   56,778   58,193 
Direct lottery expenses (41,310)  (38,457)  (37,060)  (39,549)  (38,823)

Net lottery revenue 15,587   11,749   15,150   17,229   19,370

Direct lottery expenses / gross lottery revenue 72.6% 76.6% 71.0% 69.7% 66.7%

Net fundraising and lottery revenue  73,150   69,971   77,244   82,522   88,482 

investment income (loss)  (18,467)  43,658   22,790   13,940   33,010 

Net revenue, including investment income (loss) 54,683   113,629   100,034   96,462   121,492 

general fundraising and administrative expenses2    7,292   6,744   7,670   8,233   9,167 

general fundraising and administrative expenses/  10.0% 9.6% 9.9% 10.0% 10.4% 
   net fundraising and lottery revenue (excluding   
   investment income (loss))

Excess  of revenue over expenses before grants  47,391   106,885   92,364   88,229   112,325 

grants to ontario Cancer institute/ 
Princess Margaret Cancer Centre  
  Building 2,789   1,514   2,830   7,030   4,913 
  research, education and patient care 51,065   47,463   49,002   51,832   57,866 
  Equipment 8,250   4,841   2,490   4,622   2,000 

 62,104   53,818   54,322   63,484   64,779 

Excess (deficiency) of revenue over expenses and grants  (14,714)  53,067   38,042   24,745   47,546 

fund Balances
  Endowments  89,582   108,652   117,701   111,414   121,487 
  restricted  137,746   165,769   194,788   226,974   264,128 
  unrestricted  4,187   10,161   10,135   10,032   10,351 

 231,515   284,582   322,624   348,420   395,966 

Held by university of Toronto 9,222   10,330   11,085   10,983   11,716 

Total Capital 240,737   294,912   333,709   359,403   407,682 

WheRe OuR Revenue COMes FROM3

 Major gifts and Bequests

 lotteries 

 strategic events

 annual Programs

hOW OuR gRanTs aRe useD

 Research, education and 
Patient Care

 Building 

 equipment
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FinanCial RePORTing aDDenDuM

Each year, The Princess Margaret Cancer Foundation (PMCF) reports on the funds it raises and stewards  
in two ways: via Audited Financial Statements (AFS) available in print or online at www.thepmcf.ca, and via  
the standard CRA T3010 form required of all not-for profit organizations and found on the CRA website at  
www.cra-arc.gc.ca. While both formats utilize the same financial information, the Foundation’s AFS provides  
a more detailed look to better assess and control our financial performance.

Revenue Reporting:
The gross revenue (excluding investment income) of 
$144 million disclosed in the CRA T3010 form is 
composed of two revenue streams $86 million from 
fundraising and $58 million from lotteries which are 
shown separately in the AFS. The Foundation also 

reports net fundraising revenue and lottery revenue, 
net of direct expenses, which was $88 million in 2013 
with $69 million from fundraising and $19 million 
from lotteries.

Expense Reporting:
At PMCF, we manage and control our expenses in two 
distinct categories – direct fundraising expenses and 
general fundraising and administrative expenses.

In 2013, our direct fundraising expenses, such 
as costs for logistics, marketing, and other expenses 
directly related to the fundraising activities for our 
major events and programs were $16.8 million or 
19.6% of gross fundraising. These expenses supported 
events such as The Enbridge Ride to Conquer Cancer and 
the Shoppers Drug Mart Weekend to End Women’s Cancers, 
as well as the Foundation’s Annual Giving program. 
The programs have been critical in funding cancer 
research and innovative new clinical programs at 
Princess Margaret Cancer Centre.

The PMCF’s 2013 direct lottery expenses were 
$38.8 million or 67% of gross revenue. Legislation 
governing gaming activities commonly consider cost to 
revenue ratios of 70% or higher to be acceptable. CRA 
tax receipts are not issued for lottery ticket purchases. 
Since its inception, the PMCF lottery program has 
raised a total of $268 million for cancer research. 

General fundraising and administrative 

expenses associated with running the Foundation 
operations were $9.2 million in 2013 or 10.4% 
of net fundraising and lottery revenue (excluding 
investment income (loss)). At 10% ratio, this puts 
PMCF among the best-in-class relative to its peers, 
across the country. 

CRA’s T3010 form requires organizations to report 
total fundraising costs (direct fundraising, general 
fundraising and administrative costs, including 
lottery costs) on an annual basis. In 2013, PMCF 
total fundraising costs, including lotteries, were 
$65 million or 45% of gross revenue. CRA provides 
charity fundraising ratio guidelines and recognizes 
lotteries as a distinct revenue program regulated by 
the provinces and territories with higher cost ratios 
which, when reported on a charity’s T3010, may result 
in a relatively high overall fundraising ratio. PMCF is 
in acceptable range in view of the effect of our lottery 
program on this ratio. 

These additional disclosures in our AFS and 
annual Report to Our Donors provide greater 
transparency and accountability. 

fundraising Effectiveness Measure:
The PMCF monitors on a regular basis, and publishes 
to our donors, a fundraising effectiveness measure 
of net revenue raised per full time equivalent (FTE) 
staff. In 2013, PMCF raised $1.2 million/FTE, well 
ahead of any other major Canadian charity. 

The Princess Margaret Cancer Foundation’s 
Board is an acknowledged leader in not-for-profit 
governance due to its strong commitment to 
transparency and accountability. The Foundation 

has budgetary control processes in place, and all 
CRA policies and regulations are strictly adhered to. 
The Alcohol and Gaming Commission of Ontario 
(AGCO) license the PMCF lotteries and full reports 
are filed with AGCO at the conclusion of every lottery. 

The PMCF is passionate about impact, efficient 
fundraising and effective stewardship, so that the 
vision of its donors and supporters—To Conquer 
Cancer In Our Lifetime—can be achieved.
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Change in leaDeRshiP
During this fiscal year, John Bowey 
completed his two-year term as 
Chair of the Board of Directors for 
the Foundation—a term that saw 
the launch of our Billion Dollar 
Challenge, the name change for 
the hospital to Princess Margaret 
Cancer Centre, and the name change 
of the Foundation to The Princess 
Margaret Cancer Foundation. John 
had a significant impact in moving 
the Foundation forward to be among 
the best-governed Foundations in 
the country, exhibiting courage and 
conviction when it was most needed.

We are very grateful to John for his 
leadership, strong financial man-
agement expertise and his personal 
support of our fundraising events.

John participated along with 
his wife, Susan, as a walker, and 
as a Diamond Club Member and 
Honourary Chair for the  
Shoppers Drug Mart Weekend to End 
Women’s Cancers. He was also a Team 
Captain in the inaugural  
Road Hockey to Conquer Cancer.

John is succeeded by Stephen Bear, 
Director Emeritus for McKinsey & 
Company, one of the world’s leading 
management consulting firms. 
Stephen previously led McKinsey’s 
practices in both Canada and Korea, 
and focused primarily on serving 
clients in the financial services and 
energy sectors.

As a Board member since 2010, 
Stephen has been instrumental 

in working with the cancer centre 
leaders to develop our unique vision 
for Personalized Cancer Medicine 
and our campaign to raise a billion 
dollars to bring it to reality.

In his first message as Board Chair, 
Stephen expressed his motivation 
for serving in this capacity, “I have 
chosen to serve as a volunteer board 
member for many reasons, but let  
me give you the most important one.  
The Princess Margaret Cancer 
Centre makes a difference—a 
difference in the lives of Canadians 
and for cancer patients around the 
world. I want to spend my volunteer 
time and energy supporting a place 
that matters – and The Princess 
Margaret matters.”

Sadly this year, we lost two wonderful supporters of 
The Princess Margaret Cancer Foundation to the 
disease that we are working so hard to conquer. 

David P. Harris passed away in May of 2012 at the 
age of 51 after fighting cancer for many years. David 
served on the board of The Princess Margaret Cancer 
Foundation since 2006. The David P. Harris Courage 
Award recognizing passion, dedication and courage in 

Foundation staff has been established in his memory.
Lynn Douglas died in April of 2013 after bravely 

battling both lung and breast cancer. Lynn served the 
Foundation first as a board member and then joined 
the staff—serving as Vice-President of Community 
Giving and as our first Vice-President of Internet and 
Social Media. Her passion and her courage inspired 
us all.
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Last year at the Princess Margaret Cancer Centre, our team …

Treated 17,999 new patients

Managed over 429,000 clinic visits  
(that is over 1,000 patients and their family members each 

day)

Delivered 4,047 cancer surgeries, 31,025 chemotherapy 
treatments and 169,673 radiation medicine treatments

Performed 319 bone marrow transplants

Conducted over 550 clinical trials involving more than  
9,000 patients

Published more than 930 academic papers in  
high-impact scientific and clinical publications

Trained 483 international fellows and graduate students, 
and provided oncology training for medical students at the 

University of Toronto

Had the support of more than 450 volunteers


